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1 Introduction  

The Plautdietsch speaking linguistic communities of the Mennonites in Siberia, Russia, 

belong to those German language islands which have maintained German varieties most
1
. 

They are literally ‘language islands’ (Sprachinseln).
2
 Their East Low German linguistic 

variety is a boundary marker, i.e. it is seen as a representation of an ethno-cultural 

distinctivity which is rooted in an Anabaptist religious belief system. Since this ethno-cultural 

fundament is not part of a feeling of national belonging (to Germany or the German speaking 

world) it might be disputable if the term German language island fits.  

From time to time, other directions of belonging have been discussed within these 

communities (such as their Dutch origin as well as a belonging to the Mennonite global 

community as a ‘people en route’, a sort of a wandering people which is ‘not of this world’). 

The experience of anti-German propaganda in the 1930s and later on might have enforced a 

search for alternatives. Before that, a feeling auf German ethnicity has clearly prevailed as the 

1897 census showed when 99 % of Russian Mennonites declared German ethnicity (cf. Bauer 

et al. (eds) 1991: 209). 

                                                           
1
 Referring to the time before the great exodus of Russian Germans (since 1989), Klaube (1990) called the 

German villages in the Altai region the structurally ‘soundest’ of all German settlements in former USSR. 
2
 Language islands are relatively small closed (introversive) communities on a territory of a linguistically 

different community (cf. Wiesinger 1983: 901, transl. PR). Their most characteristic feature is their 

distinctivity (cf. Mattheier 1996: 814), an attitudinal criterion, not a linguistic one, which is based on a dense 

linguistic network within the community and a sense of belonging of its members. Having said this, a 

language island may be regarded as a special case of a linguistic minority (cf. Rosenberg forthcoming a) 



Linguistically there is no doubt that East Low German Plautdietsch
3
 is part of the 

German diasystem (Coseriu 1974; Weinreich 1954) while its status as a Low German dialect 

or as a ‘daughter language’ is not consensus (a historical and political issue not a linguistic 

one)
4
. 

Plautdietsch is one of the best described German varieties in Russia/former USSR 

which is due to the maintenance of a demarcated linguistic community in spite of all its 

migrations whether they have been voluntary or forced.  

Since their migrations have mostly been organized by the community itself the 

foundation of daughter colonies can be traced back to their origins which is rare among 

Germans in the former USSR whose leaders tried to destroy the historical memory of the 

ethnic groups and to mix up its population. 

Linguists and other researchers interested in language have studied Mennonite Low 

German in Russia/former USSR since a hundred years, and as one of the first subjects, 

research was immediately revived when political liberalization permitted this ‘risky’ task.
5
 

                                                           
3 Heinrich Siemens (2012) prefers the (speaker-designated) linguistic term Plautdietsch instead of the 

confession-based denomination Mennonite Low German because not all Mennonites have ever spoken 

Plautdietsch (those ones who belonged to the Swiss and South German Baptists have spoken High German 

varieties) and not all Plautdietsch speakers have been Mennonites (but Catholic, cf. Malinovsky 2000: 20; 

Jedig 1987: 76; footnote 7). Since we deal with exactly this intersection of Plautdietsch speaking Mennonites 

(and their successors) we will use both terms in the sense of the full denomination Mennonite Low German 

(Plautdietsch). Of course, in Soviet times worship was strictly forbidden and some Mennonites turned into 

Atheists (and some reassembled in Mennonite services after the end of the USSR). Since Mennonites seem to 

be an ethno-cultural community this, however, did not affect their sense of belonging. 
4
 Max Weinreich (1945): ‘What is the difference between a dialect and a language?‘ […] ‚A language is a 

dialect with an army and a navy‘ (Orginally Yiddish: a shprakh iz a dialekt mit an armey un flot).  

In view of its history of at least 200 years of development outside the German speaking inland, it seems 

reasonable to consider Plautdietsch a language – even if Mennonites will probably never possess an army nor 

a navy. 
5
 The years of major publications indicate the trajectory of permissibility – the beginning, the heydays and 

stillstands, and the renewal – of (national and international) research: Johannes Firmenich 1854; Walther 

Mitzka 1919ff; Georg Dinges 1923ff; Viktor Schirmunski 1928ff; Jacob (Walter) Quiring 1928; Andreas 

Dulson 1933; Benjamin Unruh 1955; Hugo Jedig 1961ff; Heinrich Klassen 1963ff; David Hooge 1966ff; 

Igor Kanakin 1968ff; Dimitrij Triniv 1969ff; Nelly Grinjova 1977ff; Larissa Moskaljuk 1979ff; Ulrich 

Tolksdorf 1985; Heinrich Pankratz 1964ff; Lennart Nyman 1977ff; Peter Rosenberg 1991ff; Rogier 

Nieuweboer 1999; Dania Asfandiarova 1999; Heinrich Siemens 2012. (Mitzka, Quiring, Unruh, Tolksdorf, 

Rosenberg, Siemens have been published in Germany, Nyman in Denmark.) The persecution of ethnic 

Germans became manifest in the fact that all of the five research centers on German lanuage in the Soviet 

Union (Saratov, Leningrad, Moscow, Odessa, Kiev) had to be closed in the middle of the 1930s. The 

researchers  were imprisoned and dispelled (like Andreas Dulson), or interdicted to continue their research 



The last migration movement (for the time being) has brought them to Germany, again 

seeking regions of agglomeration (e.g. around Detmold, East Westphalia in North West 

Germany). 

The history of the Mennonite language islands will be described in chapter 2. The 

linguistic structure of the Altai Mennonite Low German Plautdietsch (APLD) is the subject of 

chapter 3. Chapter 4 will discuss dialect leveling, language contact, language shift, and decay. 

Conclusions are finally drawn in chapter 5. 

 

2 The history of Altai Mennonite Low German (Plautdietsch) 

The Mennonites are an Anabaptist movement named after Menno Simons (1496–1561), a 

reformer born in Witmarsum, Friesland, who took the word of God as the only inspiration of 

human behavior, thus placing Scripture higher than any works of man. The movement 

gathered Baptists, who refused to baptize children, to do military service and to take an oath 

to profane authorities. 16th century Baptism had originated in Switzerland and South German 

regions. Its special ‘Mennonite’ orientation was nonviolent (as a consequence of the defeat of 

the iconoclastic Baptist regime of Münster in 1535). After persecutions in the two main 

regions of Anabaptism in Flanders and later in (West) Friesland (and Switzerland) Baptists 

gathered in East Friesland.  

Right from the beginning, schisms occurred along religious conceptions (which is 

characteristic of the Mennonite movement), fueled by linguistic differences (Frisian vs. 

Flemish speakers), by profession (farmers vs. craftsmen), and by the organizational structure 

of the parish (more authoritarian vs. more collaborative). 

Due to the persecutions Mennonites had to flee from the Netherlands (the first ones 

before 1550), and settled in the area in and around Danzig/Gdansk in West Prussia which was 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
(like Viktor Schirmunski), some died in the region of banishment (like Georg Dinges, Alfred Ström, Franz 

Schiller), others in the GULAG (Peter Sinner). 



at that time under the Polish crown. After the first documented Mennonite settlement (1569) 

at the mouth of the river Vistula (Weichsel) they founded several villages until the turn of the 

17th century – with 5,000 settlers who were well-accepted as farmers and dikers. In the course 

of time, they adopted the East Low German varieties of their neighborhood, but retained the 

Dutch language as sacrolect. In the second half of the 18th century, Standard German was 

more and more replacing Dutch as the language of service (cf. Mitzka 1930: 10; Siemens 

2012: 32). 

When this region came under the (German) Prussian crown as a consequence of the 

Polish Partitions (since 1772, Danzig became Prussian 1793) Prussia demanded military 

service from all inhabitants (and restricted purchase of land)
6
. In 1780, 13,000 Mennonites 

lived in this area when the Russian Empress Catherine II invited particularly German 

speaking settlers from abroad (and the Emperors Paul and Alexander I reconfirmed this in 

1800 and 1804 respectively). Territories in the Black Sea region (New Russia) captured in the 

Russian-Turkish Wars should be colonized, reclaimed, and fortified.  

Mennonite delegates negotiated the conditions of settlement with the authorities and 

achieved significantly more privileges than former settlers (including land tenure, self-

administration, and exemption from military service). Since 1789 the first settlers founded the 

Chortitza colony (Old Colony), since 1804 the Molotschna colony (New Colony)
7
. The 

settlers spoke East Low German varieties, mainly two different varieties already brought 

along from West Prussia: According to Quiring (1928) Chortitza settlers came predominantly 

                                                           
6
 The accession to the throne by the Prussian King Friedrich Wilhelm II (1786-1797) caused severe restrictions 

for the Mennonites: The ‘Edict, die künftige Einrichtung des Menonisten-Wesens in sämtlichen Königlichen 

Provinzen [ …] betreffend’ (30 July 1789) prohibited to acquire land. Thus, they could no longer found 

daughter colonies in Prussia but had to seek land farther away (cf. Hildebrandt 1997: 268). 
7
 See Map 1 in the appendix. Chortitza is now a suburb of Saporoshje, about 75 km south of Dnepropetrowsk 

(ukr. Dnipro). It comprised 18 villages at the lower course of the river Dnepr. Molotschna was bigger (56 

villages), the (later) immigration was more strictly controlled regarding settlers‘ qualifications, and it was 

located closer to the Black Sea, some 50 km from Melitopol – better conditions for a prosperous economic 

development. 

On the basis of church registers, Stumpp (1978: 64-5) mentions 6.447 settlers from ‘Danzig West Prussia’. 

Apparently, not all Mennonites left the Danzig area. On the other hand, Low German speakers were not all of 

Mennonite confession, but some of them belonged to a Catholic group from West Prussia. 



from the Vistula Spit coast, Molotschna settlers from the Great Werder district (the delta 

region between Nogat and Vistula). Later Mennonite settlers founded two other colonies at 

the river Volga, Am Trakt (1855) and Alt-Samara (1859). In total, the West Prussian 

Mennonites were 2,300 families (with 9 children per family on average). All of the 

Mennonites who lived in Russia at the turn of the 20th century had their origins in these 

families. 

Until the dislocation of the colonies to Siberia and Central Asia in the 1930s, the 

Chortitza and Molotschna varieties were of noticeable distinctness (while variety contact in 

the daughter colonies in Siberia and the regions of Orenburg and Ufa already caused dialect 

mixing and leveling
8
 since the turn of the 20

th
 century). 

The Chortitza and the Molotschna variety 

Researchers agree – to a differing extent – to the common East Low German 

characteristics of Plautdietsch. Quiring (1928: 2) emphasizes the East Low German origin, 

Thiessen (1963) calls it ‘Low Prussian with a Dutch heritage including some Frisian 

remnants’ (Thiessen 1963: 26, transl. PR). 

                                                           
8
 Since multiple and long-term dialect contact is specific to the Russian German varieties, a distinction of 

dialect mixing, dialect leveling, and koineization is needed: Dialect mixing is the (initial and intermediate) 

result of dialect contact in which speakers adopt and use features of a dialect other than their own one (i.e. 

unlike a mere receptively multilingual use of everyone’s own dialect). Due to social judgements and 

attitudinal preferences subsequently dialect leveling takes place: In general, dialect features do not mingle in 

equal distribution of the sources involved. Instead, dialect leveling is directed: It is a ‘decrease in the number 

of variants of a particular phonological, morphological, or lexical unit in a given dialect area... [leading] to a 

reduction in differences between dialects and hence a gradual homogenization of the vernacular speech of a 

region’ (Kerswill 2002: 671). Schirmunski’s theory of primary and secondary dialect features suggests the 

direction of the Standard language (or a koine) as a guideline of this reduction (cf. chapter 4). In fact, 

Schirmunski’s (1930) empirical evidence (of New Hessian and New Swabian varieties in the Black Sea 

region) applies rather to koineization processes: A koine is a (later or final) result of leveling which is part of 

a new variety formation process. Frequently, a koine is a ‘higher’ level in the variational space of the 

speakers (above the vernacular): ‘A koine is a stabilized contact variety which results from the mixing and 

subsequent levelling of features of varieties which are similar enough to be mutually intelligible such as 

regional or social dialects. This occurs in the context of increased interaction or integration among speakers 

of these varieties’ (Siegel 2001, cit. by Kerswill 2002: 671). 



The extent and the origin of differences between the Plautdietsch varieties were 

controversial
9
: 

The differences between the Chortitza variety and the Molotschna variety have been 

explained by researchers in different ways: 

Mitzka (1943: 120) traces these differences back to changes in Low Prussian within the 

15 years interval until Molotschna settlers left West Prussia. 

Tolksdorf (1985: 327) suggests social differences to be more important: Chortitza 

settlers were poorer than Molotschna settlers (which had linguistic consequences: in the first 

Chortitza years, nobody could speak Standard German and no preacher was available). 

Siemens (2012: 50-1) relates the varieties to the regions of origin in West Prussia: ‘Chortitza 

Plautdietsch is the recent Spit variety (‚Nehrungsplatt‘) and Molotschna Plautdietsch the 

recent Werder variety (‚Werderplatt‘) of the Great Werder’ (Siemens 2012: 51, transl. PR). 

This seems convincing since the isoglosses between these varieties can still be found in 

Mitzka‘s (1924: 212) map as well as evidence is given by later witnesses perceiving ‘two 

separate ways of speaking’ (Regehr 1902: 4, transl. PR) related to different West Prussian 

regions. 

Had these differences already been brought along from the Flemish and Frisian regions 

of origin to West Prussia?  

                                                           
9
 Firminich (1854: 441) exaggerated the diversity of the Mennonite varieties when he wrote that their varieties 

had been so different that one Mennonite could not understand the other Mennonite. Firmenich had 

differentiated six Low German varieties (the prevalent Frisian-Flemish, the Alexanderwohl variety from 

Gröning-Holstein, the variety of Waldheim and Liebenau, the variety of Gnadenfeld, the one of Schardau, 

and the variety of Hutterthal; cf. similarly Quiring 1928: 19, Jedig 1966: 9-10). Siemens emphasizes a ‘more 

or less homogeneous Plautdietsch language (disregarding small differences)’ (Siemens 2012: 49, transl. PR). 

In the first comprehensive description of Mennonite Low German in the Altai region, Jedig (1966) had 

already concluded: ‘Despite substantial variations the given dialect has to be regarded as one single dialect 

because deviations are not conditional on territory but can be found more or less pronounced with every 

dialect speaker on the whole dialect area, thus being only witnesses for the fact that the phonetic and 

morphological system has not evolved ultimately.’ (Jedig 1966: 11, transl. PR) The fact, that dialect leveling 

in APLD has not come to an end, led Berend/Jedig (1991: 209) to reject the view of Molotschna and 

Chortitza features as only just ‘facultative variants’ (as Pankratz had proposed already 1968, or Bock 1979 

did in a study in the Omsk district with regard to major differences like bruːt vs. bryːt SG Braut 'bride', štǫl 

[ʃtɔl] vs. štaul [ʃtaul] SG Stall 'barn'). 



On the one hand, Flemish characteristics in the Chortitza variety are noticeable, 

especially the ‘strong tendency of palatalization’ in vocalism (Siemens 2012: 62, , transl. PR): 

Chortitza /yː/ instead of Molotschna /uː/ in Hüs, Müs [hyːs, myːs] vs. Hus, Mus [huːs, muːs] 

'house, mouse', or the (diphthongized) palatalization of /ô/ < westgerm. /au/ (before velars, i.e. 

without an umlaut condition) in Üagen [yː ɐɣən] 'eyes' (cf. East Flemish [y.ǝ]; Siemens 2012: 

62), or the Flemish and Chortitza verbal ending (1st and 3rd person plural) –en instead of the 

apocope of –n in Frisian and the Molotschna variety.
10

 

Siemens (2012: 54-5) mentions several features in Low Prussian which could be 

connected to the Frisian language: 

 the diphthongization [a] > [au] in fries. lâum, kâum 'lamb, comb' 

 the delabialization of the umlaut in fries. fáil, drâim '(I) feel, dream' 

 the clitic personal pronouns in fries. sechter, heefter 'he says, he has' 

 potentially, the diphthongization of /ê, ô/ like fries. dô
u
, stô

u
l, brâid, brâif  'do, chair, 

wide, letter' 

 the pronunciation of sibilants like fries. [ʃ] instead of LG [s].  
 

It is not certain, however, that the (possible) Frisian influence in Low Prussian came 

with the Mennonites to the Danzig area, since Dutchmen (and also West and East Frisians) 

had always contributed to the West Germanic colonization of the territories east of the river 

Elbe. Postma (1959) rejects a significant Frisian contribution since the territories of 

                                                           
10

 Examples and glosses cited in this contribution are given in the original author’s version which differ widely: 

Jedig (1966) uses the Teuthonista notation system with a hook below for overopen, a point above for 

overclosed pronunciation; Siemens (2012) applies a Standard-like notation with IPA specifications; 

Nieuweboer (1999) utilizes IPA in the phonological chapters, otherwise a Standard-like notation. For the 

sake of clarification of the phonetic quality and of comparability, we add a notation in IPA if necessary. As a 

rule, we use IPA characters for the entire examples given by the authors if they otherwise would have been 

unclear (or if the author’s example contains any IPA sign). This applies mainly to the phonological part of 

the description (in chapter 3). 



emigration had already shifted from Frisian to (Low) Franconian, i.e. Flemish and Low Saxon 

(‘Oostersch’): ‘Frisian got all lost in Prussia’ (Postma 1959: 160, transl. PR).
11

 

A feature widely discussed as of Frisian origin is the palatalization of k, g and gg before 

and after palatal vowels (and after /l, r/) to Plautdietsch [c], [j], and [ɟ]12
 (Tjoatje LG 

kark/kerk(e) 'church'; jriepe LG griepen 'grip, grasp'; bridj LG brügg 'bridge'). These features 

are similar while not identical to fries. [tʃ], [j] and [dʒ]. 

Explanations of the palatalization of k and g cover a wide range of possible 

circumstances among them the Frisian substrate hypothesis (cf. Schirmunski 1956: 442; 

Tolksdorf 1985: 322; Kanakin/Wall 1994: 16-7) or the assumption of internal developments 

(Nieuweboer 1999: 202; Jedig 1966: 36).
13

 

Siemens (2012: 97) argues for a different source: He accounts for the effect of language 

contact (Sprachbund) because similar phenomena could be observed in Slavic and Baltic 

varieties at that time in the West and East Prussian region (and the palatalization in 

Plautdietsch has not exactly the same result and distribution like in Frisian). In his 

argumentation, he follows Mitzka (1937) and Wiesinger (1983: 891) who address Slavic 

influence: Palatalization of k and g ‘applies to the German dialects of those regions where it is 

also in Polish and Kashubian’ (Mitzka 1937: 89-90, transl. PR). Siemens, however, expands 

the language contact explanation to the Baltic languages, particularly to Old Prussian (later 

                                                           
11

 The written language of Menno himself is not a rewarding trace because he did not use his mother tongue 

Frisian, but wrote a language with Dutch and Low German features which was ‘intelligible from Holland to 

East Friesland’ (Niebaum 2006: 273, transl. PR). 
12

 [c] and [ɟ] are the IPA symbols of (voiceless and voiced) palatal plosives, sometimes notated as [tj] and [dj] 
representing the dental component (in the tradition of Russian transliteration notated as t' and d'). 

13
 Nieuweboer (1999: 202) refers to similarities in other Germanic (English, Swedish), Slavic (Russian) and 

Baltic (Latvian) languages: k is palatalized for instance in the words for cherry (English), tjoasch 

(Plautdietsch), körsbär (Swedish, with initial [ɕ]), čerešn’a (Russian), ᶄirsis (Latvian, with initial [c], 
pronounced like tj] while not palatalized in Frisian (kers). Jedig (1966: 19-49) discusses the supposed age of 

phonetic developments feature by feature. He assumes an early origin of consonantal palatalization, in the 

Middle Low German period, but sees its spread not until the emergence of the East and West Prussian 

varieties. He rejects the assumption of an influence from other (non-Germanic) languages because only some 

specific consonants got palatalized (cf. Jedig 1966: 36). 



represented by Latvian) referring to ‘the Plautdietsch palatalization as a result of the Low 

German-Baltic-Slavic language contact at the South Eastern Baltic Sea’ (Siemens 2012: 94-5, 

transl. PR). 

Considering the different sources of influence, tracing back the Chortitza and 

Molotschna varieties linearly to the (Flemish and Frisian) regions of origin seems doubtful: 

The alternative rows Flanders > Vistula Spit > Chortitza vs. Friesland > Great Werder > 

Molotschna turn out to be too simple. 

Instead, Siemens (2012: 62-6) prefers an explanation as the effect of imposition at least 

in (Chortitza-Flemish) phonology: In this sense, East Low German had been adopted on the 

articulatory base of Flemish which holds for the Chortitza vocalism: ‘I consider the palatality 

of Chortitza-Plautdietsch vocalism as a Flemish substrate. Much more insecure are the 

candidates of Frisian substrate.’ (Siemens 2012: 66, transl. PR). 

Features of the Chortitza and the Molotschna varieties are still distinguishable. 

However, dialect mixing and leveling occurs since a long time: Contact between Mennonites 

of different origin was growing already in the Black Sea region, since Mennonites were 

economically prosperous, assiduous, and mobile
14

: They founded modern commercial 

enterprises, factories and mills, especially driven by Molotschna entrepreneurs. Hence, the 

Molotschna variety was felt as more prestigious and more ‘distinguished’ (Quiring 1928: 46, 

transl. PR) and gained attractiveness among the youth. 

An additional support of dialect leveling was the alternative civilian service which was 

established after the emperor Alexander II had imposed a compulsory military service in the 

                                                           
14

 Mennonites were the first colonists which had to pay taxes (since 1812, cf. Malinovsky 2000: 29) because 

they were prosperous enough due to trading of agricultural goods in the towns and on the Crimean peninsula. 

Before WW I Mennonites owned 73 mechanical mills (in 1908), 1.5 million hectare land, and a leading 

industry of farm machines. The decline set in with the WW I (and the first restrictions against Germans). But 

only the ‘War Communism’ ruined the Mennonite economy, and finally, in the late 1920s the 

‘dekulakization’ campaign defeated the ‘class’ of prosperous peasants by political repressions, arrests, 

deportations, and executions of millions of farmers and their families (Hildebrandt 1997: 277-8). 



1870s. For about 50 years, a quadrennial forestry service was an effective mediator of dialect 

leveling among young Mennonite men (cf. Siemens 2012: 29-30). 

Since the 1860s, the Great Reforms (Великие реформы) initiated economic and 

administrational modernization, unification, and increasing social mobility in Russia 

(abolition of serfdom, countrywide administration, establishment of a common school 

system). The common school system implemented Russian as the language of education. 

While other German speaking groups (for instance, the Volga Germans) were afraid of facing 

a language shift to Russian, the educational language policy in the Mennonite institutions was 

not severely affected: Russian was accepted as a gain in linguistic competence, it was 

included into the curriculum.
15

 

Mennonite communities always payed special attention to education. Each village had 

to have a school. While these schools were poor in the first years of settlement in the course 

of the 19th century Mennonite schools evolved into an outstanding school system which was 

far above the Russian institutions.
16

  

Hildebrandt (1997) called the Mennonite institutions (schools, health system, 

administration, church) a ‘state within the state’. 

With the intensified nation building efforts of the Russian government since the 1860s 

and with upcoming Russian nationalism, about 18,000 Mennonites emigrated to North 

                                                           
15

 As Malinovsky (2000: 66) states: ‘The abolition of serfdom in Russia 1861 brought the farmhands’ to the 

colonist. As a consequence of new labor conditions and the new language of education ‘he learned Russian, 

the language of the town, and Ukrainian, the language of farmhands and peons’ (Malinovsky 2000: 66, transl. 

PR). 
16

 In the year 1820, the first school association in Ohrloff (Орлово), Molotschna, started, followed by other 

schools in Molotschna (Gnadenfeld [Богдановка], Rudnerweide [Розовка]), and also in the Chortitza 

colony. In 1835, a central school was founded in the Molotschna principal town of Halbstadt (Молочанск), a 

state driven school for teacher training which included teachers for Russian lessons. 1842 another central 

school was established in Chortitza. Since 1843, a central cultural department (the ‘Agricultural Association’ 

under Johann Cornies) organized the entire education system of all Mennonites with compulsory schooling of 

boys and girls (coeducated), a mandatory curriculum taught in Standard German, secondary schools, colleges 

for teacher training (with a teacher exam), a common administrational structure, and even uniform bulding 

plans. In 1881, the autonomous Mennonite school system was officially dissolved; all subjects had to be 

taught in Russian (except Religion and German). Since the Russian authorities were not able to substitute the 

Mennonite schools, the education system resisted all restrictions until 1927/28 when the Soviet authorities 

shut down all private institutions and dismissed all religious teachers. 



America, mainly Canada (1877-1890), when for the first time the immigrants‘ privileges were 

abolished. 

On the other hand, Mennonites utilized the new opportunities of mobility and founded 

daughter colonies at first in the vicinity, afterwards they set out for more remote territories.
17

 

After the turn of the 20th century, the modernization process in Russia culminated in the 

Stolypin reforms, mainly aiming at the agrarian development as well as implementing new 

land colonization projects in Central Asia and Siberia. The colonization process supported the 

foundation of Mennonite daughter colonies in Siberia (and other Central Asian regions).
 18

 

The 1897 Russian census had counted 66,000 Mennonites.
19

 Migrations to West and 

East Siberia (with four areas of settlement in the Slavgorod, Pavlodar, Omsk, Minussinsk 

districts) set in in the years 1899-1910. The language island in the Slavgorod area (350 km 

West of the regional center of Barnaul, Altai) contained 49 settlements 31 of which were Low 

German speaking, 15 High German (mainly due to confessional separation), and only 3 

mixed.
20

 

                                                           
17

 Mennonites relied on new land because only the youngest son inherited the land (called the ‘Minorate’ 

system of land inheritance). This caused a wealth of handicraft skills, on the one hand, but also a major share 

of landless people on the other: two thirds of the Mennonite male population in the 1860s were landless 

(Hildebrandt 1997: 306). Malinovsky (2000: 51) reports on a ‘class division in the German village’ with 

regard to the Mennonite settlements. According to Malinovsky (2000: 64), the migration to Siberia following 

the reforms of 1871 was a consequence of national oppression (by Russian nationalism) as well as of social 

inequality (maintained by the own Mennonite landlords). The foundation of daughter colonies was organized 

and funded by the community itself: Like before, destinations and conditions of new settlement were 

negotiated in advance by delegates (elders). The size of the lots as well as the ground plot of the village and 

the floor plan of the houses were similar to the mother colonies. Additionally, the daughter colonies had to 

pay taxes to the mother colonies (and to redeem loans, cf. Malinovsky 2000: 63). Thus, the daughter colonies 

kept in touch with the mother colonies, which ensured the transmission of the language (variety). 
18

 Daughter colonies were founded at first in the closer regions of Jekaterinoslav (since 1836), Taurida (since 

1843), Cherson (since 1847), but intensified in the years 1860-1910: on the Crimean Peninsula (since 1862), 

in the 1860s in the Kuban region in North Caucasus, later in the regions of Orenburg and Ufa close to the 

Ural mountains (since 1894), in Central Asia (Turkestan since 1882, Pawlodar 1906), and at the turn of the 

20th century in Siberia (districts of Omsk 1899, Minussinsk 1900, Slawgorod 1908). 
19

 Kabuzan (1984: 869, 872), who had inspected data other than the census data usually applied (like the Tsarist 

‘revisions’ of the assessable population since 1795), mentions for 1795 5,500 German settlers in ‘New 

Russia’ (Black Sea region), for 1815 47,200, for 1857 138,800, and for 1897 377,800. In 1897, Mennonites 

have been a sixth of these settlers. 
20

 Cf. Jedig (1966: 8). In the whole Slavgorod-Barnaul region on an area of 50,000 desjatines (approximately 

50,000 hectares) 58 Mennonite villages were founded in the years 1907-1912 (Hildebrandt 1997: 307). For 

the year 1926, Klaube (1990: 40-1) mentioned 118 villages with 33.327 inhabitants in the Slavgorod district, 

57 of which had been completely or in part Mennonite. The later German ‘Oktjabrsky Rayon’ (1927), then 

‘German Rayon’ (1929-1938) around the village of Orlovo comprised 40 German villages with 33 



In Siberia, these Low German settlements were not homogenous in terms of the 

linguistic varieties: Chortitza and Molotschna settlers lived side by side (and also the other 

Low German speaking settlers mentioned above, cf. footnote 4). To a certain extent, this new 

mixture caused dialect mixing and leveling between the Low German varieties: ‘Over time, a 

new mixed dialect was formed out of the dialects which had been mixed dialects already in 

the settlements of the Southern Ukraine.’ (Jedig 1966: 10, transl. PR).
21

 Jedig (1966: 10) 

confirms Quiring’s (1928: 45-6) statement of the Molotschna features prevailing in dialect 

contact: ‘in fact, dialect leveling has widely occurred in the Low German settlements of the 

Slavgorod and Snamenka districts in the Altai, namely in favor of the Molotschna dialect’ 

(Jedig 1966: 10, transl. PR), a process that was already advanced while not entirely completed 

(ibid.) until the 1960s. Siemens (2012: 49), however, insists on the distinctness of the 

Chortitza and Molotschna varieties, mainly in terms of phonetics. 

Right before the time of persecutions, the census of 1926 gives the number of 101,000 

Mennonites (44,000 in the RSFSR, 19,000 of them in Siberia, 57,000 in the Ukraine).  

For the period of persecution in the late 1920s and the 1930s, Vogt (2020) mentions a 

loss of 40,000 victims (of, at this time, 120,000 Mennonites). With increasing restrictions, in 

the late 1920s a second wave of emigration emerged with again about 20,000 emigrants.
22

 

Mennonites have been persecuted due to their faith as well as being more prosperous than 

other Soviet citizens which is why they have been suspected of being Kulaks (rich farmers) or 

at least possessing livestock or recruiting farm-laborers.
23

  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
Mennonite ones, four Catholic ones, one Lutheran, one Lutheran-Catholic, and one Lutheran-Mennonite 

village. ‘Agriculture, especially growing summer wheat, was the backbone of the Barnaul colony, but 

industry soon developed.’ (Schroeder/Huebert (eds.) 1996: 132). 
21

 Jedig (1987: 76, 78, transl. PR) refers to the Plautdietsch varieties as ‘fairly pure’, although ‘in the course of 

time, all of them became mixed dialects while retaining most of the primary features of West Prussian in the 

phonetic system’. 
22

 In total about 16 % of the whole German Rayon left (cf. Klaube 1990: 41). 
23

 Even among the German speaking population they were perceived to be more prosperous: compared, for 

instance, to the Volga Germans, on an average, Mennonites have been economically more successful. Since 

Mennonites were prosperous they suffered cumulatively from the campaigns against kulaks as well as against 

educated (intelligentsia) and believers (Hildebrandt 1997: 277-8). 



Although from the year 1926, all emigrations were forbidden Mennonite inhabitants of 

the German Rayon Slavgorod, Siberia, applied for emigration, and since some of them were 

entitled to leave the country, in 1929 thousands of Mennonites gathered in Moscow. Some 

5,000 left for Germany, but more than 8,000 were imprisoned and finally sent back into their 

villages (or into banishment). Since half of them had sold their farms the German Rayon 

suffered from hunger and diseases. Now, the collectivization was enforced. In some villages 

more than half of the population was expelled, by 1935 all Mennonite churches were closed, 

all preachers were arrested and/or killed. The German Rayon was finally abolished in 1938 

(like other autonomous districts or villages in USSR), long before in 1941 the Volga Germans 

(as well as the Caucasians and Crimean Germans) were deported to Siberia and Central Asia. 

This was the end of the self-reliant Mennonite community in Russia/USSR. Discontinuity 

became the most significant characteristic of these communities (like all other Germans). 

In 1941, German troops garrisoned the West Ukraine, including the most part of the 

Chortitza and Molotschna territories.
24

 Under the German occupation they reinstalled 

Mennonite institutions. But since Germans treated the ‘bolshevized’ Germans like conquerors 

alienation emerged. Nevertheless, 35,000 Mennonites were trekking with the retreating 

German troops from the Black Sea territory to Germany (or occupied Polish territory). 23,000 

of them have been ‘repatriated’ to the USSR, the remaining 12,000 moving on to Canada, 

Latin America or hiding and staying in Germany. 

When ’Soviet Germans’ were partly rehabilitated in 1955 those ones who lived in the 

climatically unpleasant North migrated to the South, i.e. to Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and West 

Siberia (close to Omsk and Barnaul). Again, this caused dialect mixing and leveling (since 

Standard German was not taught over 20 years). In the Central Asian republics (and in the 

                                                           
24

 The frontline of the German occupation cut through the Mennonite colonies: The inhabitants of the Southern 

villages of the Molotschna colony were deported 1941 by the Soviets (to the East), the inhabitants of the 

Northern villages by the German troops in 1943 to the West, but after WW II ‘repatriated’ to the USSR (and 

deported to Siberia). 



Orenburg district) religious activities were slightly more accepted. But still services were 

officially prohibited, and were only possible in private houses. Anew, suspicious people were 

denunciated as fascists and enemies. With the 1964 exculpation decree some liberalizations 

occurred after Mennonites joined the Soviet Baptist organization (as ‘German Section’). But 

frequently, German speaking preachers were not admitted. 

From time to time, in the Post-Stalin period houses of prayer were allowed, and, 

ultimately, in 1980 each parish had its meeting house. The language of service, of prayer and 

of chants was mostly Standard German. Orality, however, was still in Low German. When, in 

the 1970s, with the Helsinki process travel regulations became more liberal again Mennonites 

have been the first ones who applied for exit permits: The numbers of emigrants increased to 

almost 10,000 in the late 1970s with a percentage of 20-25 % of Mennonites (cf. 

https://chort.square7.ch/MUBAus.htm, 25.10.2019). 

With the breakdown of the Soviet Union, an exodus set in which, once again, caught 

Mennonites first and foremost. In the (reestablished) German National Rayon villages 

emptied out. The district comprises 12 villages with almost 18,000 inhabitants (Census of 

2010, see map 5). Today, in the villages only 10-15 % of the inhabitants are locally born 

people. While the number of inhabitants only slightly decreased from the year of foundation 

1991 (22,000: 84 % Germans) to the census 2002 (20,598) to the census 2010 (17,688: 27 % 

Germans) some of the new inhabitants are Germans from Central Asian republics but 

speaking other German varieties or Russian. The exchange of the population destabilized the 

linguistic setting in the villages: Nowadays, the German Rayon is a – predominantly Russian 

speaking – showcase of economic prosperity. 

In 2008, the Mennonite service MUB reported on 120,000 Mennonites who have been 

taken care of in Germany (in the years 1964-2008). The current number of members of the 12 

different Mennonite conferences and associations is stated with 70,000 members (in 500 

https://chort.square7.ch/MUBAus.htm


communities) who belong to the Mennonites from the former USSR/Russia (cf. 

https://www.mennlex.de, 25.10.2019). This is only a part of the 300,000 Mennonites who 

have been received in Germany since 1965 (cf. Vogt 2020). 

According to the Mennonite World Conference the number of members of Mennonite 

and related churches in the Commonwealth of Independent States decreased to not more than 

4,000 members in 2015 (Russia: 3,000, Ukraine: 500, Kazakhstan: 300, Kyrgyzstan: 200). 

This can be called an exodus. 

 

3 Description of the linguistic structure of Altai Plautdietsch 

In the following paragraph the linguistic structure of Altai Mennonite Low German will be 

described. Since some of the features are general characteristics of Low German the 

description will focus on specific Mennonite Low German issues. Chapter 3 will proceed with 

regard to phonology, morphology, syntax, and lexicon each in two steps: We will give an 

overview of the structure, followed by a discussion of the most salient features of Altai 

Plautdietsch. 

Jedig as well as Siemens deal with Plautdietsch as one system which takes different 

specifications (in the Chortitza and Molotschna varieties). Jedig (1966: 10) and Siemens 

(2012: 49) agree with Quiring’s (1928: 45-6) assumption that the Molotschna variety would 

prevail in the process of dialect mixing. Jedig (1966: 14) regards, however, in some 

phonological parts, the Chortitza features as predominant in the Altai Mennonite Low German 

(as well as Nieuweboer 1999: 69-70).
25

 Siemens (2012: 49) takes the Molotschna variants to 

provide a basis of his (general) description of Plautdietsch. But all of them mention mixing 
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 Jedig regarded dialect mixing and leveling as specific to the Siberian Mennonite colonies: ‘Unlike the older 

colonies, these settlements were of a mixed type. In one and the same village, speakers of different Low 

German dialects came together […]. This new system of settlement initiated language mixing and language 

leveling: in the Siberian villages a new Low German mixed dialect emerged on the basis of the Molotschna 

dialect.’ (Jedig 1981: 166). Like Jedig (1966: 177), Avdeev (1965: 14-21) had highlighted the palatalized /yː/, 
e.g. in lyːd (vs. Molotschna luːd) SG laut 'loud' or the palatalized k in t'ɪnt SG Kind 'child' which were 

originally Chortitza features but have prevailed in the Altai. 

https://www.mennlex.de/


phenomena in the Altai Mennonite Low German (Jedig 1966:11; Nieuweboer 1999: 127; 

Siemens 2012: 49), and they state a certain coexistence of Chortitza and Molotschna features. 

All three authors agree to a certain similarity between present day Plautdietsch and Low 

Prussian (and Pomeranian) in the Danzig area. Within the 200 years on Russian ground, 

Plautdietsch, however, has gained characteristics of a specific language variety. Nieuweboer 

(1999: 130) emphasizes ‘the vast number of allophones’ in Plautdietsch which was also true 

for the state of the dialects in the Danzig area described by Mitzka (1922) at the turn of the 

20th century.
26

 This, however, has been the first description, and hence, no information is 

reliable about the time before; i.e. the first 100 years of the Black Sea settlements. With 

regard to the wealth of allophones particularly in vocalism Nieuweboer concludes: ‘This 

indicates that the variability in present day Plautdietsch may date back to the mother tongues 

of the first Mennonite settlers who emigrated to Russian (Russia, PR) and need (needs, PR) 

not be explained by a mixing of the first Mennonite Low German dialects in the daughter 

colonies.’ (Nieuweboer 1999: 130).
27

 As Jedig (1966: 10) states, dialect leveling between 

these varieties has not come to an end. 

PHONOLOGY:
 28
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 In the dialects of the Danzig area, Mitzka (1922) had studied the following phonemes and allophones which 

are close to Plautdietsch: Vocalism: West Germanic (WG) /a/ is [au] ([daut] SG das 'that'), or [oː] and [ɔu] 
([hoːlə(n) ]/[hɔulə(n) ] SG holen '(to) fetch'), or [ɔː] ([hɔːmər] G Hammer 'hammer'), before velars [ԑːɔː] 
([mԑːɔːkən] SG machen '(to) make' with allophones [ʏː, ɔːə]. WG /e/ is [a] or [o], before /k/ [ԑːə]. WG /i/ is 

[əɔː] before /r/ ([kəɔːrʃ] SG Kirsche 'cherry'). WG /u/ before velars is [ԑːɔː] ([fԑːɔːɣəl] SG Vogel 'bird'. WG /ē/ 
before velars is [ԑːɔː] ([frԑːɔːɣən] SG fragen '(to) ask'. WG /ō/ and /au/ before velars are [ԑːo, øo, øə] ([bԑːok] 
SG Buch 'book'), in other positions WG [ō] is [oː, ɔːu] ([bɔːum] SG Baum 'tree'). WG /ū/ is [uː] or [yː] ([huːs, 

hyːs] SG Haus 'house'). Consonantism: palatalized consonants [ŋʼ, nʼ, kʼ, gʼ] correspond to Plautdietsch [nʼ, tʼ, 
dʼ], WG /g/ has the positional (and geographical) allophones [g, ɣ, dʼ, j]. Morphology: Verb endings have  

-ə and -ən in geographical distribution (cf. Nieuweboer 1999: 129-30). 
27

 Nieuweboer admits, however: ‘In the subsequent mixing of these first two forms of Plautdietsch, often called 

Chortitza and Molotshna after the first colonies, the distinction between the speech of the descendants from 

the two groups of settlers became blurred. In modern Plautdietsch so-called 'Chortitza' and 'Molotshna' 

features may coexist within a particular variety or idiolect’ (Nieuweboer 1999: 131). 
28

 In this contribution we will only give a survey of the major characteristics of the Altai Plautdietsch. For more 

details, cf. Jedig (1966: 13-49); Nieuweboer (1999: 14-133); Siemens (2012: 71-129). For the purpose of a 

general description we use Jedig (1966) as the base work, and Siemens (2012) as the most recent overview of 

Mennonite Low German. Since Nieuweboer‘s study of Altai Mennonite Low German is exhaustive and 



The major characteristics of the Altai Mennonite Low German phonology are described in the 

following paragraph: 

Vowels: 

Jedig (1966: 12-7, 19-32), Nieuweboer (1999: 16-21, 62), and Siemens (2012: 73-89) 

describe in detail the vowel system of Plautdietsch, Moskaljuk/Trubavina (2014) compile the 

state of research on Altai Plautdietsch and add some data on variation in the German speaking 

villages close to Slavgorod (including those of the German Rayon)
29

. A synopsis of vocalism 

of Mennonite Low German is given by Siemens (2012: 89)
30

. Besides the general 

characteristics of all Low German varieties the specifics of the Altai Mennonite Low German 

are: 

(1) a general Plautdietsch tendency of lowering (opening) some – mostly short – vowels, 

especially if preceding a velar consonant: MLG ë regularly becomes APLD /ā/: sass 

[zas] 'six'; MLG i regularly becomes APLD /ԑ/: Fesch [fɛʃ] 'fish'; MLG u regularly 

becomes APLD /o/: stomm [ʃtɔm] SG stumm 'dumb'; /ei/ regularly becomes APLD /æi/: 
beid [bæid] 'both') (cf. Jedig 1966: 24, 26, 29, 31; Siemens 2012: 79) 

(2) lengthening in (originally) open syllables (vo:tɐ [voːtɐ] 'water') (Jedig 1966: 22; cf. 

Siemens 2012: 79) 

(3) raising of long vowels eː > iː ([iːjən] 'own'), oː > uː ([kluːk] 'clever'), aː > oː ([noːtəl] 
'needle')

31
 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
detailed we will include specifications of this description. His study was based on an empirical (interview) 

study in 1993 in the villages of Protasova, Polevoe, Orlovo, and Redkaya Dubrava (German Rayon 

Halbstadt, Altai) with six speakers of three age groups (25-30, 30-45, 45-60, 2 speakers each). Information in 

Quiring (1928), Jedig (1966), and own amendments are added if necessary. 
29

 Moskaljuk et al. (2014: 25-33) analyze empirical data drawn from investigations in the 1990s and 2000s in 

the villages close to Slavgorod. The analysis is instructive while the origin of the corpus is not always 

transparent. The data includes most important information about the distribution of linguistic variants among 

the villages (cf. Moskaljuk/Trubavina 2014: 41-64; Moskaljuk et al. 2014: 60-8, 82-92) 
30

 Cf. the synopsis of vocalism (table 2) in Plautdietsch taken from Siemens (2012: 89) in the appendix which 

includes the MLG reference system. 
31

 Moskaljuk/Trubavina (2014: 46) describe variations in the realization of MLG /a/ realized as /o/ ([voːtɐ] SG 

Wasser ‚water') in the most part of the villages while Schumanovka has /ou/, and Protasovo, Grischkovka, 

Polevoe, Choroschee, Gladen, Jekaterinovka, Ananevka realize /uː/ (according to Jedig 1966: 22 rather /ʊː/; 
Jedig 1966: 23 adds Kusak). Velarization of /aː/ to /oː/ ([ʃoːp] SG Schaf 'sheep') is common in Orlovo, 

Degtjarka, Kusak, Choroschee, Saratovka, Nikolaevka. A further raising to /uː/ is reported again for 

Protasovo, Grischkovka, Polevoe, Choroschee, Gladen, Jekaterinovka, Ananevka, and additionally for 

Degtjarka, Dolinka, Tatianovka (Jedig 1966: 29 adds Kusak). Anew, Schumanovka has the diphthong /ou/ 

(cf. Moskaljuk/Trubavina (2014: 46). 

A similar distribution of raising while not as widespread is reported on /eː/ which is raised to /iː/ ([liːzə] SG 

lesen 'read') in Choroschee, Gladen, Dolinka, and Tatianovka (cf. Moskaljuk/Trubavina (2014: 50). 



(4) a wide range of diphthongs, i.e. /iə/, /eɐ/, /uɐ/ (Molotschna) or /yɐ/ (Chortitza), /oɐ/, 
/yɐ/, /əʉ/, /əɪ/ or /ɔɪ, /ɛɪ/: [iətə] 'eat'; [eɐtə] 'eat'; [ruɐk, vuɐt] 'smoke', 'word'; [moɐkə, 

boɐt] '(to) make', 'beard'; [byɐ/buɐ] 'farmer'; [bəʉm] 'tree'; [ʃəɪn/ʃɔɪn] 'beautiful'; [mɛɪstɐ] 
'master'; cf. Jedig 1966: 13). Prominent is the consistent diphthongization of short a > 

åu (Gåuns 'goose').
32

  

The realization of MLG /aw/, /ou/ as /ou/ or /ԑːv/ is a distinctive Molotschna vs. 

Chortitza feature: grou, blou, houə vs. grɛːv, blɛːv, hɛːvə 'gray, blue, hew/mow'.
33

 

(5) a rich gradation of opening degrees (varying in language use especially in long o 

sounds including overclosed oː in fȯːdɐ 'father', overopen ʊː in ʊːʃt 'fruit', overopen ɔː in 

bɔːɣə, but also overopen æ: jælt 'money'; cf. Jedig 1966: 11, 13) 

(6) umlaut resulting in fronting (and partly delabialization): umlaut of /a/ remains /ē/: 
Bleda [blɛdɐ] 'leaves'; umlaut of /u/ delabialized to [i] and lowered to [ɛ]: denn [dɛn] 
'thin'; umlaut of /ô/ (< westgerm. /ô/ and /au/) is [eː]: zeːt 'sweet', Beem [beːm] 'trees'; 

umlaut of /ū/ is [iː]: Hiesa [hiːzɐ] 'houses') (cf. Jedig 1966: 57; Nieuweboer 1999: 62; 

Siemens 2012: 79) 

(7) velarization of vowels: /â/ regularly becomes APLD /o/: Schop [ʃop] 'sheep', including 

before /l/ + dental: oolt [oːlt] 'old', kolt [kɔlt] 'cold') (cf. Jedig 1966: 19-23; Siemens 

2012: 79) 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
Raising of /o/ and /oː/ to /uː/, /uːə/ and the diphthongization to /ou/ ([kuːlə] SG Kohle 'coal'; [uːəɣ] SG Auge 

'eye'; [jəʃtoulə] SG gestohlen 'stolen') resemble in part the former distribution: /uː/ is common in Protasovo, 

Grischkovka, Polevoe, Gladen (Jedig 1966: 27 adds Kusak) while Schumanovka has the diphthong /ou/ (cf. 

Moskaljuk/Trubavina (2014: 47). Preceding velar consonants /uːə/ was observed in Kusak, former Chortitza 

(now merged into Grischkovka), former Nikolskoe (now merged into Protasovo) (Jedig 1966: 31). 

There is a recurring distribution of villages which are regularly registered to have raising phenomena, e.g. 

Protasovo, Grischkovka, Polevoe (and in part Degtjarka and Kusak) in the German National Rayon. Others 

are more peripheral like Choroschee in Rayon Tabuny; Ananevka, Jekaterinovka in Rayon Kulunda; 

Dolinka, Tatianovka, Gladen in Blagovestschensk Rayon. Since the distribution does not indicate a 

subregional structure, this might be of an older origin. As footnote 29 reveals a great deal of raising 

phenomena occurs in villages which also show (a) the distinctive Chortitza feature /ԑːv/ for MLG /ou/ or (b) 

the intermediate form /oːv/, i.e. (a) Kusak, Grischkovka, Choroschee; (b) Protasovo, Gladen, Dolinka. 
32

 Jedig (1966: 16-7) regards the wide range of diphthongization as a result of lengthening long vowels, in other 

cases of the vocalization of stem final /r/. Jedig (1966: 16-7) differentiates 14 diphthongs (6 ‘short’ and 8 

‘long’ diphthongs): He mentions the ‘short diphthongs’ ai (cf. /ɛɪ/ above) – maistɐ SG Meister‘ 'master'; ųi 
(cf. /əɪ/ above) – kųijəl SG Eber 'boar'; ęi (cf. /ɛɪ/ above) – lęivɐ SG Leber 'liver'; äi (cf. /ɛɪ/ above) – fäit SG 

Füße 'feet'; åu – gåuns  SG Gans 'goose'; ou  – ʃloup (cf. /əʉ/ above) SG Schlaf 'sleep'; and the ‘long 

diphthongs’: uːə (cf. /uɐ/ above)– vuːət SG Wort 'word'; iːə – piːət (cf. /iə/ above) SG Pferd 'horse'; yːə (cf. 

/uɐ/ or /yɐ/ above) – yːə SG Uhr 'clock'; eːä (cf. /eɐ/ above) – veːät', SG Woche 'week'; oːǫ (cf. /oɐ/ above) – 

moːǫkə SG machen 'make'; ǫːɐ (cf. /oɐ/ above) – gǫːɐdə SG Garten 'garden'; iːɐ (cf. /iə/ above) – miːɐʃtə SG 

meiste 'most'; äːɐ (cf. /eɐ/ above) – ʃmäːɐ SG Schmiere 'smear, grease'). Cf. Nieuweboer (1999: 72-80). 
33

 Moskaljuk/Trubavina (2014: 47) recorded grou, blou, houə in the villages of Redkaya Dubrava, 

Schumanovla, Chernovka, and Dvorskoe. The Chortitza variant grɛːv, blɛːv, hɛːvə was observed in Kusak, 

Choroschee, Grischkovka. An intermediate variant groːv, bloːv, hoːvə occurred in Protasovo, Gladen, and 

Dolinka. 



(8) delabialization of ö and ü (scheen [ʃeːn] 'nice', jreen [jreːn] 'green'; hecha [heːçɐ] 
'higher') (Jedig 1966: 13; Siemens 2012: 89) 

(9) vocalization of /r/ (with lowering or velarization and diphthongization of vowels to /ea/ 
or /oa/) (Dea 'door', Hoa 'hair'; cf. Jedig 1966: 17, 44; Siemens 2012: 79-80). 

 

In detail, this is illustrated by the APLD vowel system described by Nieuweboer (1999: 61-

80) given in the appendix
34

. 

Nieuweboer (1999: 130-2) as well as Siemens (2012: 78) discuss a chain shift-like 

development in Plautdietsch: 

Siemens (2012: 78) suggests chains of sound shift which are triggered by the palatalization of 

vowels: ‘Umlaut and delabialization cause a predominance of palatal vowels and, in 

avoidance of fusion, result in a velarization of palatal phonemes; phoneme fusion entails 

phoneme splitting […] (almost) circular chains of sound shift  

/o/ > /ö/ /ö/ > /e/ /e/ > /ā/ /ā/ > /o/.’35
 

This refers to the palatal-velar dimension. Additionally, Nieuweboer (1999) wants to assess 

the specifics of the Altai varieties within Plautdietsch in general: Comparing present day 

APLD varieties to former descriptions (like Quiring 1928), Nieuweboer (1999: 127) sees ‘a 

clear overall tendency for long vowels and opening diphthongs to move towards a more 

closed realization. […] The Altai dialect shows the most closed realizations and is the most 

innovative variety in this aspect.’ He refers to the use of [uː] instead of [oː], as well as to [iː] 

and [iə] instead of [eː]36
 and [eɐ] while other features do not match the Labovian chain-shift 

principles (cf. Labov 1994). 
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 For the purpose of getting a comprehensive overview, Nieuweboer‘s (1999) detailed description is condensed 

into table 3. For the purpose of realizing the systematics of linguistic development with reference to the 

Middle Low German (MLG) vowel system, also the general survey of Siemens (2012: 89) is given in table 2. 

Both are attached in the appendix. 
35

 Including previous change (like ide. /ē/ > wgerm. /â/ and ide. /ā/ > germ. /ô/) Siemens (2012: 78) considers 

the Plautdietsch sound shift to be part of a long term ‘rotation’ of the e/ē, a/ā, o/ō vowel triangle. 
36

 Cf. footnote 27 for raising phenomena which are regularly observed only in some villages. 



Jedig (1966: 20) suggests a relation between lengthening of vowels (and, as a consequence, 

their diphthongization) and the weakening of consonants: This correlation is proven by the 

shifting from velar k to palatal k' to palatal t' (zak > zaːk' > zaːt' [zak > zaːkj > zaːtj] 'bag, 

sack'), the deletion of k in ŋk (laŋk > laːŋ 'long'), the alternation of voiceless and voiced x and 

ɣ (dax – fondɔːɣ). In his interpretation, the ‘weakened’ consonant has a weakened connection 

to the preceding vowel, and this causes lengthening (i.e. an open syllable-like effect). 

Consonants: 

The main characteristics in consonantism are: 

(1) Maintenance of the plosives p and t like in general in Low German (påun 'pan', åupəl 
'apple', loup 'run'; taːlə 'count', bätɐ 'bitter', kåut 'cat') (Jedig 1966: 33-4; Nieuweboer 

1999: 83-6; Siemens 2012: 99) 

(2) palatalization of k, gg, ng, nk in palatal environment (see below) 

(3) spirantization of g (cf. Jedig 1966: 18-9, 38-40; Nieuweboer 1999: 81, 88-9, 96-9; 

Siemens 2012: 100-1): /g/ is realized as [g, j, ɣ, x, ç]:  
 j or g in initial position 

o g before velar vowel or consonant and velar vowel (gåust 'guest', glɔːs 'glass') 

o j before palatal vowel (at the time of spirantization) or consonant and palatal 

vowel (j: janz 'geese', jԑft 'gives', jeːvə 'give', joɐʃt 'barley', fejat 'forgets', jleːzɐ 
'glasses', jlԑt' 'happiness', jriːpə '(to) grasp, grip', jnԑt' 'neck') 

 j or ɣ in word-internal position: 

o j after palatal vowels and liquids (leːjə 'lie', mɔrjə 'tomorrow'), also after ‘bright’ 

/a/: zajə '(to) say' 

o ɣ after velar vowels (noɐɣəl 'nail') 

 in final position: ç, x as a result of terminal devoicing; j, ɣ with apocope of –e (cf. 

Siemens 2012: 138-9): 

o ç after palatal vowels and liquids (t'rɪç 'war', laçt '(he/she) lays', vaç 'roads, ways', 

boɐç 'mountain', zɔrçt 'takes care') 

o x after velar vowels (dax 'day') 

o j without terminal devoicing because of getting into final position by apocope –e 

(flej 'fly', laj '(I) lay', boɐj 'mountains') 

o ɣ without terminal devoicing because of getting into final position by apocope –e 

(doɐɣ 'days') 



(4) spirantization of b: /b/ is [b, f, v] (cf. Jedig 1966: 18-9, 46; Nieuweboer 1999: 84; 

Siemens 2012: 89, 100):  

 [b] in initial position ([blou/blɛːv] 'blue') 

 [v] in word-internal position [jeːvə] 'give' 

 in final position [f, v]:  
o f as a result of terminal devoicing (kɔrf 'basket') 

o v without terminal devoicing because of getting into final position by apocope of 

–e (t'arv 'baskets'; cf. Nieuweboer 1999: 62). 

(5) assimilation of d: after preceding palatal vowel to n' (fɪn'ə 'find'); after preceding palatal 

vowel and n and before consonant to ŋ' (fɪŋ't 'finds'), after preceding ʊ to ŋ (fʊŋ 'found'); 

in some words assimilated to l, r and deleted (håulə 'hold', älrə 'parents') (Jedig 1966: 

36-7; Nieuweboer 1999: 90-1; Siemens 2012: 98-9). 

(6) velarization of l (after velars and æ from a but not after a from e, i) (kɔłt 'cold', væł '(I) 
want'; cf. Jedig 1966: 19, 43-44; Nieuweboer 1999: 99) 

(7) apical r in word and morpheme initial position (rout 'wheel, roːt 'advice' (r is vocalized 

to ɒ or ə in word-internal and final position: jɔːɒ 'year', bɔɒt 'beard', vuːət 'word', iːəd 

'earth'). Metathesis occurs in some words (älrə 'parents'), in prefixes er- or ver- r is 

deleted (fəhʊŋrə '(to) starve'; cf. Jedig 1966: 44-5; Nieuweboer 1999: 91-2: ‘r is a 

voiced alveolar trill’) 

(8) in final position consonants are frequently voiced due to apocope of –e [t'arv, doɐɣ] 
'baskets, days' (called ‘young’ final position; cf. Jedig 1966: 38ff; Nieuweboer 1999: 82; 

Siemens 2012: 126) 

(9) the sibilant s is voiced in initial position, word-internal in intervocalic position, 

between sonorants, and in the ‘young’ final position by apocope (zԑɪp 'soap', leːzə 'read', 

ɔnzrə 'our/ours', neːz 'nose', miːz 'mice'), otherwise voiceless (in final position: hyːs 

'house', word-internal between vowel and consonant: dɔnst 'damp') (Jedig 1966: 46-8; 

Siemens 2012: 102-11; Nieuweboer 1999: 93-5) 

Jedig (1966: 47), Siemens (2012: 102-11) and Nieuweboer (1999: 95-6) also mention 

the shibilant ʃ in initial position (ʃtåumpə 'stamp', ʃloːnə 'beat', ʃmoul  'narrow, small', 

ʃniːdə 'cut', ʃpoun 'splinter', ʃvɔɐɒt 'black') and after (original) /r/ like in Joascht [joɐʃt] 
'barley' (through apocope also voiced in final position as Hezh [heːʒ] 'sorghum'), and in 

the adverbs  lɪŋ'ʃ 'left' and ræçʃ 'right'. 

(10) The affricate ts is described as s in initial position except of some loanwords, especially 

from Standard German (tsaːdəl 'note', tsɔːl 'number', tsaiç 'stuff', tsəmorjəs 'in the 

morning'; cf. Jedig 1966: 49; Siemens 2012: 112-3; Nieuweboer 1999: 99-100). 

 

The palatalization of k, g, gg, ng, nk:  



One of the most salient features of Plautdietsch sharply differing from the Pomeranian and 

other Low German dialects is the palatalization of the velar consonants k, g, gg, ng, nk in 

palatal environment (palatalization of g has been discussed above as spirantization under 3):  

Palatal environment are the Plautdietsch vowels /ɪ, iː, ɛ, eː, ea/ as well as /aː, oa/ if they 

were still palatal (from [eː, ɛ => a] and from [ër, ê1r => oa] at the time of consonantal 

palatalization. The palatalization process of k, g applies with preceding as well as succeeding 

palatal context, even crossing /v, 1, r, n/ (while /1/ and /r/ without palatal vowels only cause 

palatalization with succeeding [k, g], for instance: Voltj 'people, folk'; fort' 'pitchfork').  

As result of palatalization gg turns into dj/d', and ng, nk into n'/ŋ'  (e.g. for gg > dj/d': 

1ɛd' MLG leggen 'lie'; ʃnɪd' MLG sneggel 'slug'; brɪdj, MLG brugge, 'bridge'; mɪd' MLG 

mugge 'mosquito'; rɪd' MLG rugge 'back'; ng, nk > n'/ŋ': brɪŋ't '(he, she) brings'; zɪŋ't  '(he, 

she) sings', hɪn'a 'behind', 1ɪnjtjə 'left', 1ɛn'ɐ 'longer'; cf. Jedig 1966: 39, 43; Nieuweboer 1999: 

87, 91; Siemens 2012: 93). 

The palatalization of /k/ in its different (preceding and/or succeeding) contexts is shown 

in table 4 in the appendix. 

 

As discussed in chapter 2, palatalization of k, g, gg might have different sources (internal 

development, Frisian substrate, Slavic-Baltic language contact). The Frisian substrate 

hypothesis cannot be proven because it is not known if Mennonite settlers have imported 

Frisianisms into the Danzig area or if these have already existed in the region brought along 

by Dutchmen (including Frisians) within the West Germanic East Colonization. Maybe, 



already existing habits interfered with phonological features invented by Frisian Mennonite 

settlers – being supported by language contact phenomena in the region. 

MORPHOLOGY AND SYNTAX 

As Jedig (1966: 51) states the Altai Mennonite Low German has changed a lot since speakers 

left the West Prussian area and again since they left the Black Sea region for Siberia (and 

other areas like the Ural foreland around Ufa and Orenburg, and like the Central Asian 

regions): According to Jedig, the main characteristics are case syncretism and the reduction of 

endings: ‘The reduction of unstressed final syllables has led to an entire blurring of the strong 

and weak noun inflection difference and to an extensive leveling of cases’ (Jedig 1966: 51, 

transl. PR). Verb morphology has also changed: since final syllables are reduced preterite is 

marked by other means like voiced final consonants or vowel alternation (cf. Jedig 1966: 52). 

Case 

According to Jedig (1966: 51ff)
37

, in declension accusative vanished (replaced by dative) but 

noun inflection, in general, takes the direction of common case (shaped by nominative). This 

refers to the whole noun declension paradigm but is most in adjectives. Case marking is still 

maintained in personal pronoun and determiner inflection. In plural all cases have collapsed 

into nominative. 

The structure of the case marking system (if oblique case is marked at all) is shown in 

table 1 which refers to the definite article but the same structure holds for the indefinite article 

(cf. Jedig 1966: 54), the noun (cf. Jedig 1966: 68), the adjective (cf. Jedig 1966: 69-70 [strong 

paradigm], 72-3 [weak paradigm]), the possessive pronoun (cf. Jedig 1966: 78) and the 

demonstrative pronoun (cf. Jedig 1966: 79): 

Table 1 
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 Cf. Jedig (1966: 51-5 [article], 64-68 [noun], 69-74 [adjective], 78 [possessive pronoun], 79-80 

[demonstrative pronoun]). Nominative as common case is spreading: According to Jedig 1966: 51), instead 

of roup-əm fȯːdɐ eːtə (‘Ruf dem Vater essen’, 'call the-DAT.sg.m/n [cliticized] father for dinner'), more and 

more roup də fȯːdɐ eːtə (‘Ruf der Vater essen’, 'call the-NOM.sg.m father for dinner') is used. 



Definite Article in Altai Plautdietsch
38

 

 

Singular Plural 

 
Masculine Feminine Neuter M. F.  N. 

Nominative däi də däi də dåut dət ət  däi  də 

Oblique case de:m əm m däi də de:m əm m  däi  də 

(de:n  ən n) (dåut dət ət) 

 
 (də) 

Table 1: Definite article in Altai Mennonite Low German (Plautdietsch) (cf. Jedig 1966: 52) 

Genitive does not exist, except for some possessives like in Saschas Hüs [saʃɐs hyːs] 'Sasha’s 

house', but is mostly replaced by prepositional phrases like Daut Hüs von Sascha [dåut hyːs 

fɔn saʃɐ] 'the house of Sasha' or (cross-referenced) possessive dative constructions like Dem 

Sascha sin Hüs [dəm saʃɐ ziːn hyːs] 'the-DAT.sg.m/n Sasha his house' (cf. Jedig 1966: 67; 

Siemens 2012: 147-8). 

According to Jedig (1966: 52): ‘In general, the accusative (with masculine and neuter) is 

replaced by dative.’ (Jedig 1966: 52, transl. PR) This is seen as part of linguistic change: ‘The 

variant with the adjective in accusative may be brought from Ukraine; it is used by the older 

generation almost exclusively, by the younger generation, however, it is hardly ever found. 

[…] In all other word classes (articles, pronouns, nouns) the accusative in the dialect is 

replaced by other cases, for the most part by dative, to some extent also by nominative’ (Jedig 

1966: 71-2, transl. PR).
39
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 Cf. Jedig (1966: 52). 
39

 Cf. in contrast, Rosenberg’s data in chapter 4. In fact, Quiring (1928: 85) describes a three-term distinction in 

masculine of the definite article (with both, dative and accusative forms) as well as adjective (strong 



As Jedig (1966: 52-3) assumes, the spread of common case has started with feminine 

(and plural): Feminine dative is replaced by accusative which is of equal form as 

nominative.
40

 The same applies for plural
41

. (In neuter nominative-accusative case is just as 

frequent as ‘the old dative’, Jedig 1966: 52). Hence, the speakers would reinterpret the 

feminine and plural oblique case in accusative as nominative – even in masculine (cf. footnote 

38).  

Jedig (1981: 167-8) traced the development of case in the Altai region as follows: While 

in the Black Sea region a three-term distinction existed (nominative, dative, accusative, with 

some dative preference in prepositional phrases), in Siberia, syncretism started with ‘two 

stable cases (nominative and dative) and one unstable case (accusative)’: Masculine 

increasingly had dative, feminine common accusative, neuter dative and accusative. 

Especially in prepositional phrases case distinction varied. This might have caused the spread 

of dative also in non-prepositional phrases (and in masculine). A further step was initiated by 

reinterpreting feminine and neuter accusative as nominative, thus, giving rise to common case 

(even in masculine). This occurred frequently with indefinite articles, possessive pronouns 

and the negation pronoun t'äin 'no'.  

As driving forces, Jedig (1981: 170) takes three factors into account: the internal 

development of West Germanic (replacing synthetic with analytic constructions and, hence, 

its tendency to prefer the syntactic level of construction instead of the morphological); 

linguistic contacts with speakers of other dialects (Upper and Central German varieties with 

their two-case-systems); the dominance of the Russian language which turns Plautdietsch into 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
declension) inflection with accusative as predominant oblique case form. But he already mentions a tendency 

to replace the accusative by the dative, especially in prepositional objects (cf. Quiring 1928: 90). 
40

 According to Jedig (1966: 64), reduction of determiner inflection (to common case de) triggered case loss 

and case syncretism in noun inflection. 
41

 Like in other varieties, singular is more differentiated than plural. Plautdietsch, however, possesses different 

plural markers, particularly voiced consonants (as a consequence of e-apocope as shown in the above 

description of phonology). 



the second language of the speakers, thus losing the sense of correctness of grammatical 

forms. 

According to his empirical data, Nieuweboer (1999: 157) gives a survey of case 

distinctions in Altai Plautdietsch (table 5 in the appendix). He has some objections
42

 in detail 

but, by and large, comes to a similar description of the definite article like Jedig (table 1) 

while some differences apply to other word classes. As his main disagreement, he does not 

see a clear tendency of case loss. Instead, he still differentiates dative and accusative in 

masculine and neuter. In his description, however, dative and accusative in masculine have 

the same case form: of predominant masculine dative for the definite article (deem, dem) as 

well as for the possessive pronoun (reduced or dative form -Ø, -em), and of prevailing 

accusative for the indefinite article (en [öinem]) as well as for the adjective in weak and 

strong declension (accusative or reduced form -en, -e). In feminine and plural cases are not 

distinguished anyway. In neuter more distinctions are made, mostly with accusative form (and 

dative, again, in definite article and possessive pronouns). Accordingly, dative and accusative 

are rarely differentiated in noun inflection. Nieuweboer recognizes a certain degree of merger 

but since case distinction is maintained in some occurrences, he comes to the conclusion: 

‘Altai Plautdietsch has preserved a three case distinction in at least some declensions. 

although not for the personal pronouns’ (Nieuweboer 1999: 163, see chapter 4). 

The main differences between Jedig (1966) and Nieuweboer (1999) turn out to be 

Nieuweboer‘s reluctance to regard case merger and case confusion as a tendency of case loss, 

and to his findings of a higher frequency of accusative in indefinite articles and adjectives. 

Jedig’s position is supported by Grinjova‘s (1979) studies in the village of Kusak, Altai, 
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 Nieuweboer (1999: 150-2) argues for a more thorough reading of Quiring (1928) that reveals that case 

distinction brought from Ukraine and represented by the older generation (with its usage of accusative) has 

not been as consistent as Jedig assumed: ‘it is questionable wether the generation Jedig interviewed indeed 

had such a clear distinction between dative and accusative case forms’ (Nieuweboer 1999: 157-8). These 

distinctions could also be influenced by Standard German. Even the most recent tendency of nominative 

usage is disputable: ‘The use of nominative instead of dative or the merged dative/accusative form in certain 

positions is not as widespread in our material as it is in Jedig’s material’ (Nieuweboer 1999: 158). 



which came to the conclusion of a collapsing case system with only two cases, nominative 

and oblique case (partly in dative, partly in accusative form) but with a tendency of common 

case use.
43

 

Regarding den and dem, Siemens (2012: 147-51) conforms to Jedig (1966) in stating 

that Plautdietsch speakers from Russia ‘have consistently replaced accusative by dative’ 

(Siemens 2012: 149, transl. PR). He interprets –m and –n endings as allomorphs.
44

 In 

principle, he regards dative as main case form in masculine personal pronouns and adjectives, 

articles, demonstrative and indefinite pronouns (‘adnomina’) while neuter has some dative-

accusative/nominative distinctions. He considers an inflectional ‘simplification’ (cf. Lasch 

1914: §263) which is additionally driven by phonetical processes (with –m > –n). 

Personal pronouns 

Jedig (1966: 70) recognizes a clear distinction of oblique case with dative case forms in 

personal pronouns: He differentiates ‘ungendered’ personal pronouns (1st and 2nd person 

singular and plural) from ‘gendered’ personal pronouns (3rd person singular and plural). The 

former have nominative ät' 'I' and dyː 'you (sg.)' in singular, viː 'we' and jiː 'you (pl.)' in plural, 

and oblique case miː 'me' and diː 'you-OBL-SG' in singular, ǫns [ɔns] 'us' and jyːnt 'you-OBL-PL' 
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 As a result of an empirical study in 15 Low German settlements (329 speakers) in the Omsk area, Grigorjeva 

(1978) came to a similar result: 85 % of oblique case tokens were common case, 13 % dative, and 1.8 % 

accusative forms. The tokens contained cases governed by the verb as well as by prepositions, noun 

inflection as well as personal pronouns. According to Berend/Jedig 1991: 202, transl. PR) her conclusion 

was: ‘The dialects are on the way to an abolishment of the category of case.’ Pankratz (1968) confirms case 

loss in the Chortitza variety (in the whole USSR): masculine and neuter nouns have only nominative and an 

object case in dative form, feminine nouns have only one case (in nominative form), plural nouns only 

possess the object case. In his view, case will have only a ‘subject-object case’, i.e. common case in noun 

inflection (cf. Berend/Jedig 1991: 233, transl. PR). Klassen (1969: 129-31) realizes only two cases – 

nominative and oblique case (sometimes in dative, sometimes in accusative form). In weak declension (with 

definite article), adjectives have -en for all genders. Nominative more and more prevails at the expense of 

any oblique case marking in noun inflection. 
44

 Siemens (2012: 148-9) reports on Kaufmann’s ‘puzzling’ findings in Latin America where dative prevails 

with personal pronouns (ahm SG ihm 'him') while in all colonies den outnumbers dem. Only Russian 

Plautdietzsch speakers would predominantly use dative. ‘Molotschna-Plautdietsch only knows dative’ 

(Siemens 2012: 149) while Chortitza speakers prefer ‘the old accusative forms’ (Siemens 2012: 150). In 

search of a historical explanation, he discusses wether the dative-accusative syncretism was already present 

in West Prussia and, hence, a former syncretism evolved into case distinction (maybe, through Standard 

German influence) or syncretism is a young development among Plautdietsch speakers. ‘In both cases we can 

expect the coexistence of different forms.’ (Siemens 2012: 150, transl. PR) 



in plural. The oblique case forms in singular represent old datives (MLG had duplications mi 

and me). The same applies to the 3rd person: Nominative is häi 'he', zäi 'she', and et 'it' in 

singular, zäi in plural, oblique case is represented by aːm 'him', aːr 'her', et 'it' in singular, and 

aːn in plural. aːm, aːr, and aːn are again old dative forms. Siemens (2012: 151) agrees with 

Jedig (but differentiates dative and accusative – represented by the same dative form). Both of 

them state a certain influence of Standard German in clitics, where -a in nominative reflects 

Standard German er 'he' instead of häi/hee. 

Interestingly Nieuweboer (1999) does not explicitly treat the personal pronouns but 

takes them for a ‘counterexample’ compared to other languages that ‘have more distinct forms 

for the personal pronouns than for other word classes’, Nieuweboer 1999: 163, his footnote 

8). Distinct oblique case marking (with dative forms) in personal pronouns, however, seems 

specific for Plautdietsch as well (see chapter 4). 

Gender 

In general, gender in Plautdietsch maintained Middle Low German gender. That is why 

differences occasionally occur with Standard German (cf Jedig 1966: 55-6): Feminines 

instead of masculines are for instance dräp [dræp] (m.) 'drop', kuːkə (m.) 'cake', ȯ:p (close to 

[uːp]) 'ape, monkey'; neuter are liːf (m.) 'body', zoat' 'coffin'. Influenced by High German 

varieties are, however, the feminine fɛnstɐ1oːd 'shutter' or the masculine våus 'wax'. Russian 

loanwords like harmɔʃkə (Russ. fem.) and drɔʃkə (Russ. plurale tantum) are reinterpreted as 

neuter because of the supposed diminutive morpheme kə/-t'ə (Jedig 1966: 56). 

Number 



Number in Plautdietsch is marked by suffixes (-s, -ʃ, -rə, -ə, -ɐ), by phonetic 

alternations of vowels and consonants (cf. Jedig 1966: 57 and table 3: Vocalism in Altai 

Mennonite Low German Plautdietsch), and by lengthening of vowels. Siemens (2012: 138-9) 

systematizes the Plautdietsch plural formation into four types: 

 +/ə/ (Chortitza: +/-ən/): Kaut/Kaute 'cat/cats', Oss/Osse 'bull/bulls', Nodel/Nodle 

'needle/needles', also with vocalized –r in singular as in Sesta/Sestre 'sister/sisters', 

Fensta/Fenstre 'window/windows', Dea/Deare 'door/doors'. It is the most frequent 

plural ending (almost all feminine plurals, cf. Jedig 1966: 63). 

 +/(e)s/: Fru/Frues 'woman/women', Goade/Goades 'garden/gardens'; with preding –a (< 

-r): /ʃ/ as in Meista/Meistasch 'master/masters'. It is the most frequent with masculine 

plurals (cf. Jedig 1966: 58). 

 +/a/ (< +/er/) and phonetic alternations (Umlaut
45

, if possible): Tjint/Tjinja 

'child/children, Wief/Wiewa 'woman (archaic)', Maun/Mana 'man/men', Brat/Breda 

'board/boards', Bok/Betja 'book/books', Hus/Hiesa 'house/houses'. This class is 

widespread in neuter (cf. Jedig 1966: 61) and frequently refers to animate beings. 

 +Ø (from -e apocope): Boom/Beem 'tree/trees', Pet/Ped 'horse/horses', Gauns/Janz 

[janz] 'goose/geese', Voagel/Veajel 'bird/birds', Dach [dax]/Doag ‘day/days', Frint/Frind 

'friend/friends', Haunt/Henj 'hand/hands'. The distinction from singular is not indicated 

or only by umlaut and/or voicing of final consonants. Originally, -e resulted in opening 

and lengthening of the syllable which, after the apocope of -e, makes the length of the 

syllable a plural marker. 

 

Verbal morphology 

Verbal morphology does not differ significantly from most of the other Low German 

varieties: Plautdietsch possesses two verbal genders (active, passive), six tenses (present 
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 Siemens (2012: 137) differentiates the following Umlaut distinctions: /au/: /ā/ (Maun/Mana SG 

Mann/Männer 'man/men'), /au/ : /e/ preceding /n/ plus dental consonant (Haut/Hentj SG Hand/Hände 

'hand/hands'), /au/ : /ē/ lengthening in open syllable (Blaut/Bleda SG Blatt/Blätter 'leaf/leaves'), /ā/ : /e/ 
preceding /ŋ/ (lang/lenja SG lang/länger 'long/longer'), /ā/ : /ā/ and palatalization preceding /g, k, x/ 
(Macht/machtich [maçtɪç] SG Macht/mächtig 'power,might/mighty'/), /ā/ : /ea/ preceding /g, k, x/ in open 

syllable (Dak/Deatja SG Dach/Dächer 'roof/roofs'), /oa/ : /ea/ preceding /g, k/ in open syllable (Noagel/Neajel 

SG Nagel/Nägel 'nail/nails'), /o/ : /ā/ (Rock/Ratj SG Rock/Röcke 'skirt/skirts'), /o/ : /e/ preceding /l/ plus dental 

consonant (Holt/Helta SG Holz/Hölzer 'lumber/lumbers), /u/ : /i/ preceding /l/ (Wulf/Wilw SG Wolf/Wölfe 

'wolf/wolves'), /oo/ : /ee/ (Woolt/Weela SG Wald/Wälder 'wood/woods'), /oo/ : /ē/ preceding (former) velar 

consonant (Kooh/Tjej SG Kuh/Kühe 'cow/cows'), /ō/ : /ē/ (Bok/Betja SG Buch/Bücher 'book/books'), /ū/ : /ī/ 
(Hus/Hiesa SG Haus/Häuser 'house/houses'). Cf. table 3 in the appendix (according to Nieuweboer 1999: 62-

80). 



tense, preterite, present perfect, past perfect, future I and II), two moods (indicative, 

imperative, but no optative/subjunctive which has been lost already in West Prussian times
46

), 

two numbers (singular, plural), three persons (1st, 2nd, 3rd), infinitive and past participle 

(mostly with prefix jə-; cf. Siemens 2012: 169
47

) while present participle is only used in 

attributive function. 

Since reduction of verbal endings is widespread, markers of person and tense are 

reduced and frequently only represented by voiced consonants in these ‘young’ final positions 

achieved by the e-apocope (voiced consonant as marker of 1st person present tense: ät' driːv – 

ät' dräif 'I drive/drift – I drove/drifted'; ät' t'riːj – ät' trɪç 'I get – I got'; voiced consonant as 

marker of preterite and past participle: byːə – byːd – jəbyːd 'build – built – built', t'aːnə – t'aːnd 

– jət'aːnd 'know – knew – known'). 

The most remarkable difference between the varieties in Ukraine was the apocope of –n 

in the Molotschna variety and –en in the Chortitza variety in infinitive as well as in 1st, 2nd, 

and 3rd person plural. Jedig (1966: 84) confirms this difference even for the Altai varieties 

but states a common usage of –e in infinitive and a clear predominance of –e in plural verb 

forms. –en is rarely used by elder speakers with Chortitza origin. 
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 In subjunctive function only the conditional with vuəːd SG würde 'would' is used: däi vuəːd diː daut nɪç zajə 

SG der würde dir das nicht sagen 'he would not tell you'. Irrealis mood constructions are built with the 

auxiliary dounə SG tun ('to) do': dyː deːdst deːm nɪç mätneːmə SG du würdest den nicht mitnehmen 'you 

would not pick him up' (cf. Jedig 1966: 106; Siemens 2012: 184). As Nelly Grinjova (1979) detected in the 

1970s, the Russian subjunctive particle by (Вы) has been integrated into the Plautdietsch varieties as bə for 

the purpose of expressing the irrealis mood (Siemens 2012. 184, 209 calls it a Slavic loan since Russian by as 

well as Kashubian be could be the source). Nieuweboer’s (1999: 195) corpus contains the sentence: Wan be 

etj daut jehiet haud, wie etj nich jefoare SG Wenn ich das gehört hätte, wäre ich nicht (dorthin) gefahren 'If I 

had heard that, I wouldn’t have gone there'. 
47

 Siemens alludes to the striking fact that Plautdietsch is unique in that it has the past participle prefix ge- but 

not the replacement of the modal verb participle by an infinitive (ge- is only absent in the modal verb). 

Plautdietsch does not fall neither into the ordinary category of languages which do not use the prefix ge- 

(Low German, Frisian), nor into the category of languages which have the prefix but also the replacement of 

past participle (Standard German, Dutch). Plautdietsch has ge- but not the participle replacement: Daut hab 

etj nich jekunnt. SG Das habe ich nicht gekonnt. 'I did not know that.' vs. Daut hab etj nich kunnt moake. SG 

Das habe ich nicht tun können. 'I was not able to do that'. 



Grinjova (1979) came to the conclusion that preterite forms of strong verbs are more 

and more replaced by weak forms (sometimes even hybrid ones) with dental suffix. Young 

speakers tend to abandon the distinction between the past tenses (preterite and present perfect, 

but also past perfect). 

Prevalence of present perfect instead of preterite – even in narrations – detects Edgar 

Baumgärtner (2018) in a study with 28 speakers in the German National Rayon, Altai.
48

 

Syntax 

Since agreement has widely lost its means due to the reduction of inflection syntactic relations 

had to be established by other means (phonetic, word order, semantic) (cf. Berend/Jedig 1991: 

181). 

Jedig (1961: 31-3) concluded his first comprehensive study (about subordinate clauses 

in Plautdietsch) by stating a simplification of subordinate clause structure resulting in general 

V2: viːls ät' kaun nɪç koːmə 'because I cannot come'. According to this, in Altai Plautdietsch 

the V2 position of the verb would be obligatory (with subject and verb in side by side 

position). Causal clauses are the most frequent in V2 constructions.
49
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 Jedig (1966: 82-106) differentiated between the different vowel gradation classes (Ablautreihen) (cf. also 

Siemens 2012: 171-8), and, at that time, stated the use of preterite without noticing any loss of preterite 

(being replaced by present perfect or present tense). In a quantitative study (including about 6,200 sentences) 

in the Plautdietsch speaking village of Kant, Kyrgystan, Hooge (1977: 10-21) enumerated 41 % of present 

tense verbs, 40 % preterite, 14 % present perfect, and 3 % past perfect (in active voice). He considered 

preterite as ‘entirely preserved’ (Hooge 1983: 1218-9, transl. PR). Heinrich Klassen (1969), investigating the 

16 Plautdietsch speaking villages in the Orenburg region, detected some leveling in present perfect endings 

with increasing -t even in (former) strong verbs (jəmoakt SG gemacht 'made', jəfroagt SG gefragt 'asked', 

jəkoft SG gekauft 'bought'). 
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 Kaufmann (2015: 140) states that ‘wegens (in South America also wiel(s), both 'because') has been largely 

reanalyzed as a coordinating element in the two linguistically most progressive colonies, i. e. in the USA and 

Mexico’. Apparently, as Jedig (1966) shows, this has already been widespread in Altai Mennonite Low 

German in the 1950s. 

Nevertheless, Kaufmann has yielded the most sophisticated results of research on word order in Mennonite 

Low German, although not with regard to Russia. But there is certainly evidence to treat word order 

phenomena in more detail: Kaufmann (2015) discusses, on the empirical basis of translation tasks of 313 

speakers in the Americas (USA, Mexico, Brazil, Paraguay, Bolivia) the different preferences in word order: 

the unmarked and frequent sequence ObjNP/PP-verb (kos dü daut nich sehen daut ik en nüet kleid anha SG 

Kannst du nicht sehen, dass ich ein neues Kleid anhabe? can you that not see that I a new dress on-PARTICLE-

have-VERB: 'Can’t you see that I am wearing a new dress?'), and the marked and rare sequence verb-ObjNP/PP 

(kos nich sehen daut ik ha en nüet kleid an SG Kannst du nicht sehen, dass ich ein neues Kleid anhabe? can 

Ø not see that I have-VERB a new dress on-PARTICLE: 'Can’t you see that I am wearing a new dress?'). The 



Jedig rejects a significant Russian influence on Plautdietsch syntax.
50

 Of course, he 

admits a considerable amount of ‘loan translations of some widespread syntactic 

constructions’ (Berend/Jedig 1991: 182):  

As Jedig (1961: 3) had studied in the Altai villages simple sentences (46 %) and 

complex sentences (54 %) were of almost the same percentage, hypotaxis (59 %) even more 

frequent than parataxis (41 %), and asyndetic constructions accounted for two thirds of all 

sentences (cf. Jedig 1971; cf. Berend/Jedig 1991: 181). He concluded: ‘the adult population 

does not avoid the subordinate clause’ (Jedig 1961: 3) 

Nieuweboer (1999: 166-87) considers some aspectual functions of the auxiliary doune 

as habitual and sometimes progressive meaning. He does not relate this directly to Russian 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
preference for the unmarked variant is impressive in all Mennonite colonies with shares between 0.4/0.7 % in 

Paraguay and 8.4 % in the USA. The Standard German competence in Paraguay might be one factor (cf. 

Kaufmann 2010), the type of clause another (a low degree of embeddedness fosters V2; this is more so in 

complement than in conditional and relative clauses). Kaufmann, however, emphasizes an additional 

correlation with general syntactic preferences of the speakers (i.e. linearization patterns in clause-final 

clusters with two verbal elements). He differentiates verb raising and non-raising and scrambling and non-

scrambling: non-raising occurs in (1) wann der nü daut hüs verköpe mut dann wird der sehr trürig (SG wenn 

der nun das Haus verkaufen muss, wird er sehr traurig [sein], if he now-ADVERB the house sell-VERB2 must-

VERB1 then turns he very sad, 'if he has to sell the house now, he will be very sorry') as well as in (2) wann 

der daut hüs nü verköpe mut … (if he the house now-ADVERB sell-VERB2 must-VERB1), raising occurs in (3) 

wann der mut daut hüs nü verköpe … (verb projection raising: if he must-VERB1 the house now-ADVERB sell-

VERB2) as well as in (4) wann der daut hüs nü mut verköpe … (verb raising: if he the house now-ADVERB 

must-VERB1 sell-VERB2). Scrambling occurs in the examples where the object to the left of the adverb nü and 

thus is more distant to the verb: (2) wann der daut hüs nü verköpe mut, (3) wann der mut daut hüs nü 

verköpe. The term scrambling is defined as an (untypical) re-ordering of arguments which is supposed to 

have a basic order even in languages with free word order. Kaufmann (2015: 125) regards serialization 

patterns depending on verb raising and scrambling preferences. V2, in this regard, is most frequent with 

speakers who prefer the variant (3) wann der mut daut hüs nü verköpe (verb projection raising, but no 

scrambling) while the lowest V2 frequence is represented by speakers who prefer variant (2) wann der daut 

hüs nü verköpe mut (no verb projection raising, but scrambling). He concludes: ‘we believe that a positive 

setting for verb projection raising and a negative one for scrambling constitute the decisive factors promoting 

the occurrence of the non-verb-final variant’ (Kaufmann 2015: 126)– or to put it more simple: the marked 

squence verb-ObjNP/PP [V2, PR] is ‘the consequence of raising without scrambling’ (Kaufmann 2015: 143). 
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 For instance, Berend/Jedig (1991: 182-3) mention: (1) the Russian ‘double reference’ in constructions of 1st 

person plural and preposition mæt SG mit 'with': viː mät miːn drug jin'ə niç mät SG ich und mein Freund 

gingen nicht mit 'me and my friend did not accompany (him/her)' (Russian Мы c другом); (2) the use of the 

auxiliary zänə '(to) be' with preposition biː SG bei 'with' and oblique case: biː onst zän dräi t'in'ɐ SG wir 

haben drei Kinder 'we have got three children' (Russian У нас тро́е детей); (3) the usage of the auxiliary 

vǫːɐrə [vɔːɐrə] SG werden 'will' in the sense of SG bleiben '(to) stay': än veːɐ vǫːɐd mät-ət t'ɪnt SG und wer 

bleibt bei dem Kind? 'and who will stay with the child?' (Russian a кто будет c ребёнком?); (4) the use of 

the auxiliary vǫːɐrə [vɔːɐrə] SG werden 'will' in the sense of SG mögen '(to) like': vǫːɐʃt [vɔːɐʃt] dy täi? SG 

Möchtest du Tee? 'Would you like (to drink) tea?' (Russian будешь ча́ю). 



influence but regards the process ‘as a continuation already present in Plautdiitsch’ 

(Nieuweboer 1999: 187). 

Siemens (2012: 197-201) singles out three syntactical phenomena:  

 the multiple negation including a negation of subject, object, and verb: Tjeena weet 

nuscht nich 'nobody knows anything' (cf. Siemens 2012: 198-9) 

 impersonal constructions (with the agent in oblique case) which are retained to a great 

extent in PLD: Mie ohnd aul waut 'I already suspected/sensed something', Mie flautad 

meist 'I was almost trembling', Ahm we goot rede 'he can talk' (cf. Siemens 2012: 199-

200) 

 ‘Concessive infinitives’ (with reduplication of the topicalized verb) which is unique in 

PLD (but exists as well in Baltic, Slavic, Yiddish, Baltic Finn Ugric languages): 

Oabeide oabeit hee, oba … 'Although he works he …', vespreatje vesprok se, oba se 

gauf nich. 'Although she promised she did not give it (away)' (cf. Siemens 2012: 200-1). 

 

Baumgärtner (2018) discusses decreasing distinctions of case, of strong and weak verbs as 

well as specific word order phenomena within the Altai language islands in decline (cf. 

Baumgärtner forthcoming a and b). The weakening of strong verbs as well as increasing V2 in 

subordinate clauses both point to a rising regularization. However, V1 of (not only) telic verbs 

turns out to be of significant frequency in word order. This could be evidence of a possible, 

though limited influence the Russian aspect gains in syntactical constructions. The basic 

assumption revised in this study is that aspect and definiteness interact (cf. Leiss 2001) with 

the consequence of moving perfective verbs into a thematic position (topicalization).
51

 

 

LEXICON 

Siemens (2012: 203-30) reports in detail on the different sources of the Plautdietsch lexicon: 

Of course, we can find a lot of Low German words in the inherited lexicon, including Low 

Prussian ones (like Edschock 'potato'). 

Also, Standard German lexical influence is indicated by most authors since Standard 

German has been the language of service (and for the most part also of school) for about 150 

                                                           
51 Beyond language islands, Baumgärtner (forthcoming c) discusses the relation of aspect and definiteness in 

the German and Russian language based on a translation test he conducted among German speaking Russians 

in the city of Barnaul . 



years. Nieuweboer (1999: 189, 198-200) mentions for instance double forms like Plautdietsch 

zesta 'sister' in the family domain and Standard German near schwasta 'nurse' in the 

institutional domain. 

From the beginning, researchers collected and listed Russian lexical loans in great 

quantities: One of the first ones was Georg Dinges who in 1917 prepared a (never published) 

Volga German Dictionary with 400 maps and collected 800 Russian loan words in the Volga 

colonies of the first hundred years (cf. Berend/Jedig 1991: 39-71), for the most part words for 

realities in the domains of administration, trade, and culture. The nine Low German Volga 

colonies were included. Additionally, Schiller (1929) listed additional 700 Russian loan words 

in times of the Russian Revolution. Half of the total of 1,500 words got obsolete later. Most of 

the loan word collections have been destroyed when research on German dialects was banned 

as nationalistic (and counterrevolutionary, fascistic, Trotskyist etc.). After WW II researchers 

reestablished academic capacities with centers in Tomsk, Omsk, Barnaul (Siberia) where the 

deported Germans now settled. 

According to Siemens (2012), loans taken from other languages until the Mennonite 

migration to Russia stem from the Dutch time (like Olbassem Dutch aalbessen 'currant', 

vandoag Dutch vandaag 'today', tsastich, tseewentich, tachtentich (older Dutch tsestig, 

tseventig, tachtig) 'sixty, seventy, eighty'; cf. Nieuweboer 1999: 201; Siemens 2012: 204-5). 

Hardly any loans remain of Frisian (tjast 'wedding'), some more loans are adopted from Baltic 

languages (like Kujjel [kʊjəl] Old Pruss. cuylis, lith. kuilӯs, latv. kuilis 'boar, Kunta lith. 

kunteris 'gelding', Mejal [mə(r)ja:l] Old Pruss. mergo, lith. mērgelė, latv. mērģele, kashub. 

marjäla '[loose] girl'), or from West Slavic languages, i.e. Polish, Kashubian (like Blott 

kashub./pol. Błoto 'mud', Pauslaka kashub. pazlək, pol. poselek '(silly) obedient man', Pracha 

kashub. praxǒř 'beggar'; cf. Siemens 2012: 209-10; Nieuweboer 1999: 201). Referring to the 



West Slavic loans, Siemens (2012: 213) concludes: ‘East Prussian has mainly retained relict 

words from Polish, West Prussian and East Pomeranian from Kashubian.’ 

Loans from Russian are, of course, the most widespread. Siemens (2012: 215-7) lists 

103 Russian loans (like the always cited Arbus Russ. арбу́з (< Turk. karpuz) 'watermelon', 

Bockelzhonn/Beklezhaun Russ./Ukrain. баклажан (< Turk. patlican) 'eggplant, also: tomato', 

berotse Russ. боро́ться '(to) scuffle', jegrommt Russ. гра́мотный 'educated, skilled, literate', 

Meledjetz Russ. мо́лодец 'great guy'). 

Moskaljuk (1986) analyzed the lexicon in three language island varieties in the Altai, 

one of them Mennonite Low German in the village of Choroschee close to Slawgorod: In the 

lexical fields of kitchen, furniture, clothes, and bedding, she observes a marginalization of 

Plautdietsch words by displacement of PLD lexicon into the periphery as she concludes.
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Nieuweboer (1999: 188-98) discusses a lot of Russian loan constructions in the lexicon 

and in pronunciation (cf. Nieuweboer 1999: 202-3), and he also treats the relation of code-

switching and borrowing (cf. Nieuweboer 1999: 204-5). 

Calques are, for instance, the verb töudrintje which might be seen as Standard German 

jemandem zutrinken/zuprosten '(to) drink to so.' but corresponds semantically to Russian 

запивать with the meaning of '(to) have a drink to go with the food' (cf. Siemens 2012: 218). 

Similarly fetratje seems to be SG verziehen '(to) distort, (to) draft' but meets the semantics of 

Russian затя́гиваться '(to) take a long time, (to) drag on'.
53
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 The lexical variation among the German language islands is documented in Moskaljuk’s (2010) Linguistic 

Atlas of the German Dialects in the Altai (Лингвистический атлас немецких диалектов на Алтае). 
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 Nieuweboer (1999: 193-8) listed and dicussed loans according to the Thomason and Kaufman (1988) 

terminology: Stage I: Casual contact – lexival borrowing; Stage II: Slightly more intense contact – more 

intense (mainly non-structural) borrowing; Stage III More intense contact – slight structural borrowing; 

Stage IV: Strong cultural pressure – moderate structural borrowing; Stage V: Very strong cultural pressure 

– structural and typological changes. Examples are: wrenetjes (Russian варе́нье), a special kind of 

'marmelade', kollektiif (Russian коллекти́в) a 'working team', sabranje (Russian Собрание) '(kolkhoz) 

meeting', sir (Russian сыр) 'cheese' – where the loan is adopted with the content. Sometimes the semantics of 

the Russian verb is adopted but expressed by Plautdietsch linguistic material (like in ütröupe  '(to) invite' 

Russian вызыва́ть), sometimes the Russian verb stem is borrowed and integrated into the Plautdietsch 

morphology (like in Döi stereide zich zöia ema blöus diitsch te reede 'They tried very hard always to speak 



Pronunciation is hardly affected: since Russian is at least the second native language 

(the first one of younger speakers), pronunciation of Russian is not concerned. With the 

younger generations even the other way round applies: Russian gains ground in pronunciation 

of Standard German (and sometimes even of Plautdietsch). This is a recent phenomenon 

mentioned by Nieuweboer (1999: 202-3). Former reports on Russian phonological influence, 

for instance by Triniv (1972) from the Omsk area
54

 were criticized by Jedig as overestimated 

(cf. Berend/Jedig 1991: 195). 

Blankenhorn (2001) reported on a wide range of Russian discourse markers she detected 

in the speech of Russian German speakers in the Altai including Plautdietsch speakers. Sie 

finds an abundance of pragmatic elements (from different word classes) which are used in the 

organization and structuring of conversation, modification, and marking of cognitive 

processes.
55

 

She discusses the motivations of such loans. Of course, they can easily be adopted 

without morphological adaptations and they are positioned at the margins of utterances 

(except for focus and modal particles). The abundance of discourse markers used in the 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
Standard German only', from Russian стара́ться '(to) try', or in Dan mote ze razbiireie wea waut jenoome 

haft 'Then, they’ll have to find out who has taken what', from Russian разбирается). 

He also mentions discourse markers like dazhe (Russian да́же) 'even', kenjeschne (Russian коне́чно) 'of 

course', and conjunctions like chotj (Russian хотя́) 'although' (not хоть 'at least'), or a (Russian a) 'but': Nee, 

daut es nich dartich, a fietich 'No, this doesn’t make thirty, but forty'. Furthermore, Nieuweboer (1999: 195) 

mentions the subjunctive particle be (Russian бы) detected by Grinjova (1979), cf. footnote 48. Considering 

the latter, it does not seem adequate to classify Plautdietsch borrwings only as ‘elements from the first two 

levels in the borrowing scale’ (Nieuweboer 1999: 197), not even for the late 1990s. 
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 Triniv (1972) mentioned an extension of the oppositions (f/v, s/z, t'/t, d'/d, n'/n) under Russian influence. 

According to Berend/Jedig (1991: 195) this, however, did not create new phonological oppositions.  
55

 Blankenhorn (2001: 37, transl. PR) mentions conjunctions, particles, adverbs, used as ‘discourse markers for 

structuring and connecting communicative entities’ (transliterated as a, no, i, ili, nu, nu vot, vot, tak, ėto, 

značit, skažem, naprimer, potomu-čto, poėtomu, raz, tak čto, čtoby, kak); particles, adverbs, interjections, 

vocatives, perception verbs and complex expressions which are inserted as ‘interpersonal discourse markers’ 

(a, nu, net, vot, no, oj, nu vot, vidiš (initiating); i vsë, nu vsë, ladno, v obščem, nu i vsë, verno?, tak?, da? 

[terminating]; vo!, da! a kak že! ladno, konečno, nu vot, chorošo, imenno, nu da, pravil'no, točno 

[affirmative, positively evaluating]; nu kak!?, da?, neuželi, začem? [restricted acceptance, doubts]; da! bože 

spasi!, da ty čego!, da ty čto! kuda tam, ne, net, no, užas! ėto strašno! nu! nu kak! naoborot! pri čem tut 

[rejection,objection]; oj bože moj!, bože!, gospodi! ničego sebe!, nado že! [surprise, regret]); particles, 

adverbs, and interjections, employed in ‘signalling cognitive processes’ (ëto, ëto samoe, nu, tak, tam, oj!), 

and focus particles, grading particles, modal particles, ‘switch words’ and adverbs serving as ‘modificators’ 

(vidimo, po-vidimo(mu), naverno, po-moemu, vrode (by), že,  tože, tol'ko, uže, daže, počti, chot’, ešče, 

voobšče, kak-to,  počemu-to, primerno, gde-to, skažem, čego-to). 



speech of Russian Germans, however, reveals the Russian language as the ‘pragmatically 

dominating language’ which is used in order to reduce overloading in mental 'monitoring' of 

speech production, i.e. due to cognitive, not social factors (Blankenhorn 2001: 39, transl. PR). 

On the basis of his empirical study, Nieuweboer (1999: 204-15) shows code-switching 

occurrences with Plautdietsch and Russian sequences: For the most part, code-switching is 

smooth , and the attitudes towards switching are predominantly positive since Russian is the 

language of prestige, administration, education, and power: ‘In fact, the attitude among 

Mennonites toward code switching varies from slight disapproval in some older speakers to 

indifference in most others.’ (Nieuweboer 1999: 213). Apparently, code-switching increases 

the use of (occasional and established) borrowing
56

. To a certain extent Russian sequences are 

integrated into the target language like in Wi wöune bi’m dom kultury. 'we live near the 

culture palace' (Nieuweboer 1999: 206): Here, the well-established village institution dom 

kultury is syntactically integrated by the determiner (bi'm, a contraction with definitive article 

dem in dative) while it is phonetically (and within the NP also morphologically) Russian. 

Sometimes, because of the incongruity between the six-case-marked Russian inflection and 

the reduced morphology of Plautdietsch it cannot be switched without a violation of the 

equivalence constraint (cf. Poplack 1980: 586-7): Morphological rules do not correspond in 

Hie kaun etj xot' predsedatel' zene ('Here at least I can be kolkhoz chairman') because the 

Russian grammar would demand the instrumental case председателем, not the nominative 

председатель. Word order rules are not equivalent in Döi kenjeschne wul mi daut nich zaje 

since kenjeschne 'of course' cannot be placed between subject and verb in Plautdietsch main 

clauses (Nieuweboer 1999: 207). Code switching, however, is part of the speech of all but the 
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 On the other hand, the soaring predominance of Russian in a Russian speaking village makes speakers likely 

to use straight Russian, not a bilingual mode (code switching). As Kirschner has shown (in the colonies near 

Tashkent) borrowing is not the most intense if a minority language gets in obsolescence. Even for borrowing 

a certain stability of a language variety must exist. Otherwise speakers immediately use the dominant 

language. 



oldest generations, and sometimes speakers are simply not aware which language they use at a 

time (cf. Rosenberg forthcoming a). 

4 Dialect leveling, language contact, language shift, and decay 

Plautdietsch is not homogeneous. Even though for the Altai Mennonites Ariadne‘s thread can 

be retraced back to the Black Sea region, further to their West Prussian settlements and finally 

to their Dutch (and Frisian) origins, they have been in contact with other varieties, with 

Russian (and other languages), and even the relation between the Chortitza and the 

Molotschna varieties is not a one-way road. 

According to most of the authors mentioned above there seemed to exist an upward 

convergence which has replaced Chortitza features by those of the Molotschna variety: for 

example the Chortitza verbal ending (1st, 2nd, and 3rd person plural) –en by the Molotschna 

apocope of –n. However, as we have seen in chapter 3 the Chortitza rounded front vowel /yː/ 

has not been replaced by by the Molotschna long back vowel /uː/ as in [fryː] - [fruː] ‘woman’). 

Apparently, there is not a single direction of replacement. 

Viktor Schirmunski discussed the convergence phenomena among Russian German 

varieties (in the Black Sea region) under the notion of ‘primary’ (salient) and ‘secondary’ 

(non-salient) dialect features: With regard to ‘primary’ features, variety contact induces 

linguistic shift in the direction of High German standard features (or variety features which 

are closest to these) while secondary features are mixed. Since in the Russian German 

colonies High German standard was rarely available as a criterion of dialect leveling this has 

always been doubtful. But there has been some evidence in Ukrainian German varieties (of 

Hessian and Swabian origins). 

Jedig (1966: 13-9, transl. PR) challenged the assumption that only primary Molotschna 

features gain common acceptance: Instead, he argued ‘that as a result of dialect mixing in the 



system of the predominant dialect A not only some remains of the replaced dialect B but also 

distinct primary features can be enclosed’ (Berend/Jedig 1991: 177, transl. PR.)
57

 

Convergence seems to be a complex subject, with all directions of shifts, sometimes 

feature by feature. As Andreas Dulson in the 1930s has shown by dialectological studies in 

extremely heterogeneous Volga German villages the Schirmunski criterion of ‘primary’ and 

‘secondary’ dialect features is only one of several possibilities, but as an internal guide-line 

underlying the effect of other intervening factors (cf. Dulson (1941: 85). What is salient or not 

does not generally depend on distance criteria established by linguists (such as systematicity, 

phoneme status or difference to the standard), but on listeners monitoring of this. It is 

paradigmatic, structured by markedness and affected by linguistic attitudes. Thus, if compact 

groups of variety speakers are confronted with one another, varieties may persist over a long 

time, and markers are consciously applied to draw the line of the subgroup boundaries. That 

groups are assumed to be ‘compact’ is a matter of the number of speakers and of their 

separation, of the stability of group norms (in a wider range of linguistic and cultural 

features), of attitudes concerning the in- and the outgroup (and the world outside as well) and 
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 In the 1990s, Lennart Nyman conducted a study of variety convergence among Mennonites in the Orenburg 

region: He was describing a more complex structure of leveling. He has tested the direction of convergence 

on the basis of tape-recording interviews and collecting ‘distinction words’ in 22 Mennonite villages of the 

Orenburg region. The results were instructive: Some features followed the Molotchna pattern, some others 

the Chortitza pattern, and some did not converge at all: Related to the /uː/ - /yː/ distinction ([uːt] - [yːt] SG 

aus ‘out (of)’) like in Altai Plautdietsch the Chortitza feature /yː/ has spread over all villages which once had 

been linguistically clearly separated since the colonization at the turn of the century (cf. Nyman 1997: maps 

pp. 270, 272, 273). This is hardly compatible to the assumed Molotschna direction of change, and neither to 

Schirmunski’s ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ dialect feature theory, because the Chortitza feature /yː/ is much 

more distant from the High German standard /au/ than the Molotchna feature /uː/ is. And this is the same in 

the Altai Mennonite settlements (cf. Berend/Jedig 1991: 177). At the time of colonization this feature was 

certainly a ‘primary’ one. Either it has turned into a secondary (less distinctive) one or the speakers have 

adopted it due to the numerical superiority of Chortitza settlements. Since the Chortitza variety is said to be 

less prestigious than the Molotchna variety, it looks like a downward convergence, but it may be also 

considered as an attitudinal group symbol with the highest degree of traditionality, as a counter-movement 

against the strong assimilating pressure from the Russian outer world. The lexical distribution of the words 

Molotchna knout and Chortitza strank for ‘rope’ displays, on the other hand, a strict separation of the 

varieties as it is the case with some other items, too. Concerning the -n-apocope typical for the Molotchna 

variety convergence occurs towards the Molotchna variety: the apocope has been spreading, but only 

reaching most of the surrounding villages, which are called the ‘Unjadarpa’ (‘Lower villages’) in contrast to 

the ‘Bowadarpa’ (‘Upper villages’), apparently forming subregional communities. 



of the inclination to speech accommodation (in the sense of Giles/Coupland 1991). The higher 

the degree of heterogeneity within the linguistic community the lower the effect of group 

norms and the faster linguistic change – up to the point, that ‘pure’ inherent linguistic 

mechanisms are at work. Then, as Dulson (1941: 93) stated, it is no longer a matter of 

convergence or divergence of varieties, but a struggle feature by feature. 

Russian influence, on the other hand, is certainly today the most intensive force, at least 

since the 1960s.
58

 Mennonites have ever been in contact with the Russian language (and other 

Slavic and Baltic languages, cf. Siemens 2012: 97) since they settled in the Black Sea region. 

The influence grew at the latest since Russian has been introduced in school (with a transition 

period of 50 years from the official establishment of a Russian school system in 1881, while 

Mennonite schools were in fact the only working institutions, until the liquidation of the 

Mennonite education system in 1927/28). 

Before that, in the isolated Mennonite colonies contact with Russian and Ukrainian was 

rather limited, although they had farm laborers from the surrounding villages. After the 

Russian Revolution this changed fundamentally: The Russian language gained ground backed 

by the institutional and attitudinal dominance of Russian language and culture which was 

finally accepted by the Mennonites. The census data among the German minority tells its own 

tale: 1926 95 % of ‘Soviet Germans’ stated German as their native language, 1959 75%, 1969 

67 %, 1979 58 % and 1989 only 49 % (Berend/Jedig 1991: 215-6) 

The discontinuity of settlement with, again and again, disruptive changes of the 

composition of the village population fueled the spread of Russian as the second native 

language of the Mennonites.  

The foundation of central villages since the 1970s was the last step in this direction, and 

brought different (High and Low German) varieties into one village. Linguistic contact 
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 The history of these language islands, particularly in Russia, is given in Rosenberg (2002), Rosenberg 

(2005), and Berend/Riehl (2008). 



between speakers of these varieties was more and more done by means of the Russian 

language.  

In a study
59

 on language use in the Altai village of Redkaya Dubrava Rosenberg (1994) 

showed the impact of linguistic heterogeneity within German language islands in the years 

1992-1993. In this village, Mennonites were the majority (of 62 %), the remaining third of the 

inhabitants was made up of Catholics (20 %) and Lutherans (14 %) who all spoke different 

varieties as their home language beside Russian (Mennonites: Plautdietsch, Catholics: a West 

Upper German variety, Lutherans: a Rhine-Franconian Volga German variety).
60

 This village 

was compared to the linguistically rather homogeneous village of Podsosnovo where the 

inhabitants spoke the Rhine-Franconian Volga German variety almost exclusively (beside 

Russian).  

The aim of the study was to answer three questions: (1) which language domains were 

connected to the German and which ones to the Russian language; (2) did the villages differ 

with regard to maintaining the German language; (3) how did the three language groups 

within the heterogeneous village interact with each other? 

(1)  At that time, German was dominant in the family domain: With mother about 80 % of 

the adults used ‘exclusively German’/’mostly German’ while this applied to the pupils 

with 50 %. With spouses German was used by 50 % of the adults (and a quarter spoke 

Russian) which was exactly the share of respondents who used predominantly German 

or Russian respectively with the children. 

In public, however, Russian was used when communicating with the doctor (or while 

shopping) even in the village, i.e. Russian was used in public, German at home. 

(2) Comparing the two villages with respect to public or semi-public domains (the work 

place, for instance), German turned out to be more frequently used in the homogeneous 

village of Podsosnovo, while Russian was more common in the heterogeneous village 

of Redkaya Dubrava. 

(3) Within this village, the three groups behaved differently. The ‘Lutherans’ and 

‘Catholics’ spoke more Russian, the Mennonites (who were the autochthonous group in 
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 The sample of the survey was composed by of every fifth to sixth adult (n = 428) and of the entire school 

youth in the village (n = 739). Among the pupils were 369 girls and 370 boys; 475 from Podsosnowo, 264 

from Redkaya Dubrava. The domains investigated were language choice with mother, father, spouse, 

children, friends, colleagues/schoolmates, boss, doctor, shop assistants. Additionally, language use of 

writing, reading, praying, cursing was queried as well as linguistic competence and language usage of 

Standard German and dialects within and without the own speech community(cf. Rosenberg 1994). 
60

 The missing 4 % were those respondents who did not name any variety. 



the village) used more German. This was particularly evident in those areas of language 

use which had to do with passing the German language on to the next generation (e.g. 

speaking with children). Here the Lutheran and Catholic groups sometimes used 

German, sometimes Russian; the Mennonites more frequently used ‘only German’.  

It is noticeable that Russian had become the language of intergroup communication: 

Especially Mennonites tended to use German much more within the in-group than with 

members of other dialect speaking groups. This applied especially to children and 

young people and was confirmed by a linguistic sociogram of an advanced school 

class
61

. Mennonites spoke their own German variety with each other, as soon as other 

Germans join the conversation, they switched to Russian. This might be caused by the 

fact, that younger Mennonites speak Plautdietsch if they speak German but rarely 

Standard German while older Mennonites used Standard German for communication 

with other dialect speakers: Hence, among younger speakers the German language (i.e. 

the vernaculars) served as intragroup variety, hardly as intergroup variety. 

 

With the massive emigration of German ‘resettlers’ (Aussiedler) since the early 1990s, 

the situation changed greatly: The emigration of the vast majority of the Mennonite 

community to Germany has dissolved the language island for the most part. 

A disruptive language shift emerged among Russian Germans who stayed in Russia. 

Today, the majority language is dramatically expanding in public and in private domains.
62

 

Younger generations are quickly shifting to Russian, code-mixing is more frequent than code-

switching
63

, and the proportion of second-language learners outweighs native speakers. 

Intermarriage is steadily increasing, and getting vocational education outside of the village is 

common. Additionally, the ethnic composition of the villages is becoming more diffuse 

because of the replacement of emigrated resettlers by non-Germans or non-locals 

(immigrating Germans from the Central Asian republics of former USSR). Today, only about 
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 In the 11th grade of school all pupils were asked to name their friends and to report on their linguistic 

preferences to speak with the classmates. As a result of this network study different clusters within the class 

were analyzed which were partly homogeneous in terms of confession, partly heterogeneous. Comversation 

within the homogeneous clusters were done more frequently in German, in heterogeneous clusters in 

Russian. The former applied particularly for Mennonite-only clusters. 
62

 A  sociolinguistic survey in the colonies reveals that within the non-public language domains German is 

mainly used with the grandparents and parents, rarely with spouses and children. For speaking with the 

children the contact language is used mostly. Intergenerational transfer is interrupted since even if 

(grand)parents speak German, they avoid this with the children or the latter answer in Russian. Within the 

(semi) public language domains (work, shopping, doctor), German is hardly ever used. In public the contact 

language is prevailing, the more outside the village and the more institutional the more Russian is used in 

communication (cf. Rosenberg forthcoming). 
63

 Code-switching is here defined as functionally alternating use of languages or varieties in one single 

conversation while code-mixing is an alternating use of languages or varieties which is not perceived as 

functional (cf. Auer 2009: 108).  



10-15 % of the villagers are locally born and network clusters are dissolving. Being German 

is not a primary distinction anymore. 

The linguistic development of the Altai language islands ‘in the flood’ has been studied 

by Rosenberg (1994ff). Special attention was paid to case structure which has been the subject 

of research in Schumanovka, a central village 40 km north of Slavgorod. The village founded 

in 1911 had a Mennonite autochthonous population. The central village was built out of old 

Schumanovka, the populations of the Mennonite villages of (former) Kleefeld (Красное) and 

(former) Blumenort (Подснежное), and the inhabitants of (former) Konstantinovka speaking 

a West Upper German variety, called ‘Catholic’.
64

 All of the disruptive events of the Russian 

Mennonite history mentioned above took place also in Schumanovka.
65

 As a result, today, the 

language island is in dissolution and the language is in obsolescence (Dorian 1989): 

intergenerational transmission of the German language is lacking, the proportion of non-
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 The fusion of the villages was organized around the Kolkhoz ‘22nd Party Congress’ where the villagers were 

conjointly working. The villages did not differ much in the size of the populations: In 1926, the number of 

inhabitants was in Schumanovka 342, in Konstantinovka 309, in Kleefeld (Krasnoe) 255, in Blumenort 

(Podsneshnoe) 252. The Mennonites, of course, prevailed by about three quarters. The former 

Konstantinovka inhabitants, however, have got their own street ‘Konstantinovka ulica’ in Schumanovka until 

today (compare map 2 with and map 3 without Konstantinovka, Kleefeld [Krasnoe], Blumenort 

[Podsnezhnoe]). 
65

 Founded by Black Sea Chortitza Mennonites in 1911, one of the first public activities was the construction of 

a school in 1913. In the year 1926 the village (with 342 inhabitants) had a four-class-school and a reading 

hall. In 1927, some 10 families moved to the Far East and escaped in 1929 over the river Amur to China 

(later going further to Paraguay, according to ‘Mennonite passenger lists for refugee transport to Paraguay 

1930’, containing 1,400 passengers). In 1937/1938, 18 people were imprisoned, 8 of them shot. In winter 

1943/1944, some 50 people starved with hunger. An ‘orphanage’ cared for the children of mothers who had 

to work in the trud armija (labor camps) since mothers of children above the age of 3 had to move into the 

labor camps. After the release from the camps, they were subject to the ‘Kommendantura’, closely guarded 

settlements behind the wire, and they were deprived of civic rights and any higher education. Since the Mid 

1950s some liberalizations occurred: German newspapers were established (‘Arbeit’ in 1955, ‘Rote Fahne’ 

and ‘Neues Leben’ in 1957), German lessons were permitted (but laymen had to serve as teachers). 

Schooling was in Russian, and pupils lacked higher education due to low Russian skills: In a survey in the 

1960s, Malinovsky (1969) found out that 36.7 % of younger Siberian respondents (20-29 years) were 

illiterate or had only 1-3 years of school attendance (cf. Malinovsky 2000: 196). Standard German skills were 

low, too (cf. Malinovsky 2000: 191). In the 1970s the central village was built. It took some time until the 

last inhabitants gave up (due to lacking infrastructure) and moved to Schumanovka in 1986 which in 1989 

had 1,275 inhabitants 90 % of which were reported to be of German ethnicity (cf. Klaube 1990: 47). At that 

time, the resettlement to Germany set in, and the share of ethnic Germans in the total,population decreased 

(see map 4). If the number of inhabitants did not diminish (in 2006, still 1,424) this is due to the immigration 

of other (although sometimes German) settlers from Central Asian countries. Communication among the 

inhabitants, however, is now done in Russian. 



native speakers is increasing, and a common practice of code-mixing is spreading. Thus, 

language contact phenomena are outpaced by language shift. 

Case syncretism is the most intense in noun inflection (nouns, adjectives, articles, 

demonstrative and indefinite pronouns) while personal pronoun inflection retains an oblique 

case (frequently in dative form).
66

 Two main tendencies occur: (1) The spread of den/–n as a 

default for all kinds of oblique case marking (analogous to accusative masculine) which is 

common also for neuter, where we should have -t in Plautdietsch. The use of accusative 

instead of dative, especially of -(e)n/den, seems to be widespread and highly speeded up: 50 

years ago, Jedig (1966: 52, 71–2, see above) saw dative as the main oblique case form 

preferred by the speakers, particularly the younger ones, while accusative was somehow 

outdated and only used by older people. This has changed: Dative case marking in noun 

inflection is rare (with less than 30 %, cf. Rosenberg forthcoming a). Accusative is the 

preferred case form if oblique case is marked at all. This applies also to the definite article 

where Jedig (1966:) as well as Nieuweboer (1999: 157), Siemens 2012: 149, and others in the 

past
67

 noted dem as the main oblique case form in masculine and neuter. In adjectives dative 

is almost completely absent (with dative output on dative input in a translation task of less 

than 5 %). As Jedig (1966: 51) and others had already detected case syncretism in oblique 

case is just a transitional process on the way to a common case (of nominative form).  
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 The study is dealing with the development of regular and irregular morphology in German language islands 

in Russia and Brazil: its frequency, its distribution, and its functionality. The aim is to describe the reduction 

or resistance of case morphology and to explain these phenomena in terms of convergence, language change 

and language shift. The investigation employs a variational linguistic methodology comparing language 

usage in German language islands in different situations, i.e. in three settings of investigation: a set of 60 

standardized sentences to be translated into the intended dialect; an interview narration; and a home 

conversation self-recorded by the speakers. This is done by three age groups of speakers (under 40 years, 40 

to 59 years, over 60 years) of two dialects in contact in each country: the East Low German Mennonite 

Plautdietsch and a West Upper German variety called ‘Catholic‟ in Russia, and the East Low German 

Pomerano and the West Middle German variety Hunsrückisch in Brazil. The investigation is done in the 

West Siberian German National Rayon, and in the South Brazilian area around Pelotas, Rio Grande do Sul. 

The sample contains 125 speakers (about 60 in Russia, 60 in Brazil, each investigation with about 60 

speakers in the 1990s and 60 in the 2000s). Additionally, a real-time panel study has been arranged, i.e. tape-

recordings of 16 speakers a second time after 15 years (cf. Rosenberg forthcomimg b). 
67

 Cf. footnote 45. 



Apparently, the case system is exceedingly reduced and in part collapsed. Either, the 

former dative in oblique case has only been an intermediately expanded distinction (maybe 

under Standard German educational influence), or its invention by the younger and 

progressive speakers has been turned back. The complete reduction to common case 

(following the feminine and plural nominative/accusative as Jedig proposed) suggests the  

more radical interpretation of an accelerated linguistic change
68

: Since personal pronoun 

inflection marks oblique case with dative forms to an extremely high degree
69

 case is 

maintained according to an animate hierarchy but extensively reduced in noun inflection. As 

Rosenberg suggests, the acceleration of language change in the Russian-German language 

islands is not simply a consequence of language contact and imposition but of a loss of 

normativity, i.e. of norm awareness and norm loyalty. This in turn, seems to be the result of 

blurring ethnic boundaries, of diffuse language contact, of the predominance of language 

learners instead of native speakers as correctives to exert their normative authority. 

Rosenberg’s study of case marking came to the conclusion of a simplified and case-

semantically restructured case system: 

‘Case syncretism with irregular morphology is less frequent than with regular. […] 

Hence, what is suggested, is to prefer an internal explanation or, at least and more precisely, 

to consider the interaction of 'internal' and 'external' language change with external effects 

being the trigger of a basically internally structured process. […] What is maintained in terms 
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 Since morphology is affected by a lot of changes and simplifications, including a reduction of the past tense 

system and its replacement with present tense, the loss of the subjunctive mood, the reduction of 3rd person 

plural morphology in personal pronouns, obviously an overall decay of morphology is emerging. 
69

 In personal pronouns, two thirds of dative input in a translation task are marked as dative output, 70 % in 

personal pronouns of 1st and 2nd person singular, over 90 % in 3rd person singular. This is most frequent 

with dative pronouns that represent the recipient (less frequent in instrumental or comitative function). 

Personal pronouns are not exempt from change, however: Respondents sometimes use demonstrative 

pronouns instead of personal pronouns, and then reduce case-marking to an accusative or common case form 

(den/de) as usual in regular noun inflection. Personal pronoun inflection, on the other hand, displays a more 

finely-differentiated case-marking system since personal pronouns are most senior in an animate (and, hence, 

agency) hierarchy, they are frequent, closed and small classes, in many cases suppletives and probably ‘full-

listed’ (Cholewa 1993), that is, organized in the lexicon as whole entities which all might diminish or delay 

reduction. 



of case distinction seems to be in part a simplification and reduction of morphology to the 

point of a core concept of case that we could call a 'resemantization'’ (Rosenberg forthcoming 

a). 

5 Conclusions 

Until the great exodus of the 1990s, Mennonite Low German in the Altai was a well-

preserved language island variety. Its community maintained its linguistic tradition the best of 

all German speaking language islands in Russia/USSR. It is no coincidence, that discussions 

about the origin of Plautdietsch in Dutch and Frisian, and later in West Prussian regions 

occurred since there still was some continuity despite all disruptions which are the main 

characteristic of Russian/Soviet language policy. The distinct ethno-cultural (and, at times, 

religious) ‘boundary marking’ (Barth 1969) constituted a real ‘group’ (in the sense of 

Brubaker 2002: 165). 

The Mennonite ‘people en route’ made its way from the Netherlands to West Prussia, to 

the Black Sea, and to Siberia (and later to Canada, Latin America, and Germany). Until the 

recent (20th century) migrations these movements have been organized and controlled by the 

community leaders. The deportations, relocations and at last the emigration have been forced. 

It is not accidental, that Mennonite resettlers have been the first (and best organized) to 

emigrate. But, the exodus of the autochthonous population destabilized the remanent 

settlements to a high degree. This terminates a development which had already begun: As an 

‘irony of history’, the most dramatic decline of German mother tongue declaration (in the 

Soviet surveys), did not occur in times of persecution and deportation but since the (partial) 

liberalization.
70

 

The linguistic development of Plautdietsch is characterized by different influential 

sources on the basis of East Low German varieties (Low Prussian with Flemish and Frisian 
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 Russian Germans were partially ‘rehabilitated’ in 1956 and 1964. In surveys polled by the East Europe 

Institute Munich in the late 1980s the sharpest decline in declaration of German ethnicity was with the 

respondents born from 1956 until 1965 (cf. Hilkes 1989: 5). 



traces). The long isolation in a Slavic speaking environment enlarged the distance to its 

sources of origin. Nieuweboer (1999: 250) suggested Plautdietsch to ‘be considered an 

exocentric  roofless language variety in the process of developing from a Low German dialect 

into a separate West-Germanic language’.  

The Chortitza and Molotschna varieties have been in touch all the time while migrations 

permanently rearranged the demographic composition of the language islands. Dialect 

leveling occurred, was interrupted, and reoccurred, but has never come to an end. Dialect 

leveling was not a one-way road: While most Molotschna features prevailed, some Chortitza 

specifics (like /yː/ in Hüs, üt, Frü 'house, out (of), woman') predominate widely.  

Parallel to this process, Russian influence grew: Before the 1870s, Russian was used 

mainly in external contact with Russian authorities. Since the turn of the 20th century, 

diglossia became internal and the Russian language entered into the administration, economy, 

and education of the colonies. Mennonites, however, had early incorporated the Russian 

language into school. This was no risk in terms of ethnic belonging since they had a full 

variational system at their disposal comprising Plautdietsch as the everyday language and 

Standard German as the language of service, of culture, and of education.  

With the persecutions all public domains were conquered by the Russian language, and 

all German varieties got stigmatized in public. Non-public domains, however, remained the 

realm of Plautdietsch (not of Standard German). This changed in part with the liberalizations 

of the 1970s, again supported by the demographic fusions in linguistically mixed central 

villages (and kolkhozes). The intergenerational transmission of Plautdietsch, thus, was 

interrupted. As a result, second language learners gain ground, Russian captures even the non-

public language domains. Changes in Plautdietsch morphology described above are not 

primarily Russian interferences but contact-induced, accelerated internal changes observable 

in other German varieties, too. 



Most of the Plautdietsch speakers, however, are no more on Russian ground. They have 

left for Germany, Canada, and elsewhere. Hence, Plautdietsch is not an endangered language 

nor is the speakers‘ community an endangered people. But the Plautdietsch speaking language 

islands in Russia are ‘islands in the flood’. 
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Abbreviations: 

APLD: Altai Plautdietsch (Altai Mennonite Low German) 

MLG: Middle Low German 
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Table 2 

Synopsis of vocalism in Plautdietsch
71

 

 

PLD < MLG Environment Examples 

/ɐ/ /er/ unstressed final position Bua, Mia  

SG Bauer, Mauer 'farmer, wall' 

/ə/ /e/ unstressed syllable jegohne  

SG gegangen 'gone' 

/e/ /i, ü/ (lowering) etj, denn  

SG ich, dünn 'I, thin' 

/ë, e/ before [l+dental, n+dental, ng, 

kk] 
jelle, Wenj 

SG gelten, Wände 'to count, walls' 

/ö̂1, ö̂2/ before /g, k, ch/ hecha, hecht 

SG höher, Höhe 'higher, height' 

/o/ /o, u/ before /l, r/ 
(lowering) 

holl, stomm 

SG hohl, stumm 'hollow, dumb/mute' 

/a, o/ before [lt] kolt, Holt 

SG kalt, Holz 'cold, wood' 

/ȃ, ȏ1, ȏ2/ before consonant cluster docht, socht 

SG dachte, suchte 'thought, sought' 

/i/ /i, ü/ before [l+dental, n+dental, ng, 
gg, kk] 

lidje, Ridje 

SG liegen, Rücken 'lie, back/ridge' 

/ë/ before /gg/ Schnidj 

SG Schnecke 'slug/snail' 

/ȋ, ü̂/  ritj, Tich 

SG reich, Zeug 'rich, stuff' 

/u/ /o, u/ before [l, n+dental, ng, kk] Wulf, Hunj 

SG Wolf, Hunde 'wolf, dogs/hounds' 

/û/ before /k, x/;  
consonant cluster 

brucke, Luck 

SG brauchen, Luke 'need, hatch' 

/ā/ /ë, e, ö/  Wada, Mana 

SG Wetter, Männer 'weather, men' 

/a/ before /ŋ, g, k, x/ in closed 

syllable 

jankre, acht 

SG gelüsten, acht  

'(to) list (long for), eight' 

/i/ (lowering) Maltj, Span 

SG Milch, Spinne 'milk,spider' 

/ü/ before /r/ Tjarscht, Tjarbs 

SG Kruste, Kürbis 'crust, pumpkin' 

/ē/ /ë, e, i, ö, ü/ in open syllable 

(lengthening) 

Sted, jewe 

SG Stätte, geben 'place/site, give' 

/er/ before /n, d/ 
(lengthening) 

Stern, Ed 

SG Stirn/Stern, Erde  

'forehead/star, earth 

/ê4, ê2, ê1, ei/ before /g, k, x/; non-final /r/ Flej, frere 

SG Fliege, frieren 'fly, freeze' 

/ö̂1, ö2̂/ before /g, k, x/ Betja, Mej 

SG Bücher, Mühe 'books, effort' 
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/ü̂/ before /r/ dera, mere 

SG teurer, mauern 'dearer (more 

expensive), '(to) mason/(to) brick' 

/ō/ /ȃ/  Schop, Odem 

SG Schaf, Atem 'sheep, breath' 

/a, o, u/ in open syllable Voda, bowe 

SG Vater, oben 'father, above' 

/or/ before /n, d/ 
(lengthening) 

Korn, Node 

SG Korn, Norden 'corn, north' 

/ȏ1, ȏ2/ before /g, k, x/ Bok, Og (Chortitza: Üag) 

SG Buch, Auge 'book, eye' 

/û/ before /r/ lore, bedore 

SG warten,bedauern 'wait/lurk, regret' 

/ī/ /ȋ, ü̂/  wiese, Hiesa 

SG zeigen, Häuser 'show, houses' 

/ū/ /û/  ut, Ul (Chortitza: üt, Ül) 

SG aus, Eule 'out, owl' 

/ee/ /ê4, ê2, ê1/ diphthong (two-core) leet, heet 

SG ließ, heiß 'let-PST, hot' 

/ö̂1, ö2̂/  deed, Beem 

SG tat, Bäume 'did, trees' 

/oo/ /ȏ1, ȏ2/ diphthong (two-core) doone, Boom 

SG tun, Baum '(to) do, tree' 

/a/ before [lt] oolt, boolt 

SG alt, bald 'old, soon' 

/ei/ /ei/  Weit, weinich 

SG Weizen, wenig 'wheat, little/few' 

/au/ /a, ê1w/  Kaut, blau (Chortitza: bleiw) 

SG Katze, blau 'cat, blue' 

/ea/ /ë, e, i, ö, ü, 
ê1/ 

before /g, k/ in open syllable Neajel, jeatje 

SG Nägel, jucken 'nails, (to) itch‘ 

/er, ir, ür/ except unstressed final position wea, dwea 

SG wer, quer 'who, cross/queer' 

/oa/ /a, o, u, ȃ/ before /g, k/ in open syllable froage, koake 

SG fragen, kochen 'ask, cook' 

/ar, ër, ê1r/  Boajch [boaç], Hoa 

SG Berg, Haar 'mountain/berg, hair' 

 

Table 3 

Vocalism in Altai Mennonite Low German Plautdietsch
72

 

 

Altai PLD Example Standard German 

English 

Vowel Alternation 

(Umlaut) 
Standard German 

English 

Short Vowels 

/ɪ/ [bɪn'ə] SG binden  

'(to) bind, (to) tie', 

  

/ɛ/ [ɛlɐ] 
also lowered [ɪ]: [ɛt'] 

SG älter 'older' 

SG ich 'I' 

  

/ʉ/ [hʉnt] SG Hund 'dog'  [ɪ]: 
[vʉlf – vɪlv] 

 

SG Wolf–Wölfe  
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 Cf. Nieuweboer (1999: 62-80), notation as original, order adapted to table 2 (cf. footnote 57). 



'wolf–wolves' 

/ɔ/ [ɔp] 
also as [ʉ]: [fʉks] 

SG auf 'on' 

SG Fuchs 'fox 
[a, eː, ɛ]: 
[kɔrf – t'arv] 
 

[hɔf – heːv] 
 

[bɔʃ – bɛʃɐ] 

 

SG Korb–Körbe 

'basket–baskets' 

SG Hof–Höfe  

'yard–yards' 

SG Busch–Büsche 

'bush–bushes' 

/ɐ/73
 [ɛlɐ, mɐŋk] SG älter, (in)mitten 

'older, among' 
[ɛ]: [lɐŋ – lɛn'ɐ] SG lang–länger 

'long–longer' 

(allophone of /a/ in 

unstressed syllables, 

endings and 

monosyllables, 

also in stressed position: 

[lɐŋ]) 

SG lang 'long'   

[ə] [oɐbɛɪdə/oɐbədə] SG arbeiten  

'(to) work' 

  

(allophone of /ɛ/ in 

unstressed syllables: 

[deːm – əm] 
[zəɪ – zə]) 

 

 

SG ihm 'him' (clitic) 

SG sie 'she' (clitic) 

  

Long Vowels 

/iː/ [iːs] SG Eis 'ice' [ɪ, a]: 
[bliːvə – blɪft] 
[t'liːn – t'landɐ] 

 

SG bleiben–bleibt 

'(to) stay–stays' 

SG klein–kleiner 

'small–smaller' 

/eː/ [eːtə] SG essen 'eat' [ɛ, aa]: 
[jeːvə – jɛft] 
[fəjeːtə – fəjat] 

 

SG geben–gibt 

'give–gives' 

SG vergessen–vergisst  

'forget–forgets' 

/yː/ [yːt] 
(Molotschna: /uː/: [uːt] 

SG aus 'out' [ɪ]: 
[kryːpə – t'rɪpt]  

 

SG krabbeln–krabbelt 

'crawl–crawls' 

/oː/ [goːnə] 
also raising to [uː]: 
[guːnə] 

SG gehen '(to) go' [eː]: 
[droːt – dreːd] 

 

SG Draht/Faden–

Drähte/Fäden 

'thread–threads' 

/ɔː/ [lɔːnt] 
(lowered and lengthened 

[a]) 

SG Land 'land/country' [eː, e, a]: 
[glɔːs – jleːzɐ] 
 

[vɔːnt – vɛn'] 
 

[ɔːpəl – apəl] 

 

SG Glas–Gläser 

'glass–glasses' 

SG Wand–Wände 

'wall–walls' 

SG Wand–Wände 

'wall–walls', 

[aː] [aːlf] 
[aːt] 

SG elf 'eleven 

SG isst 'eats' 
[eː, əi, oɐ, e, eɐ]: 
[brat – breːdɐ] 

 

SG breit–breiter 
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 Nieuweboer (1999: 68) as well as Siemens (2012: 89, cf. table 2) mention /ɐ/ in unstressed syllables while 

short /a/ is diphthongized to /au/. Siemens (2012: 82), however, specifies lang (SG lang 'long') as [laŋ]. 
Nieuweboer (199: 68-9) considers [ɐ] as allophone of /a/ in unstressed syllables but has both [lɐŋ] and [laŋ]. 
Jedig (1966: 14) gives short /a/ as in maŋk SG (in)mitten 'among', axt SG acht 'eight‘, mainly before [x] and 

[ŋk] while in other contexts (before [p, t, d, s, ʃ, f, m, n, l]) it is diphthongized to åu. With reference to 

Schirmunski (1928: 53), Jedig (1966: 21) regards this as already part of the Black Sea dialects. 



(allophone of /a/ in 

stressed syllables) 

(lowered and lengthened 

[ɛ]; lowered [eː]) 

 

[han – həinɐ] 
 

[dax – doaɣ] 

'broad–broader' 

SG Huhn–Hühner 

'chicken–chickens' 

SG Tag–Tage 

'day–days' 

Diphthongs 

/iə/ [iətə] 
(raising and 

diphthongization of [eː]) 
also as [eː, eɐ]: 
[eːtə, eɐtə] 

SG essen 'eat' [a]: 
[iətə – at] 

 

SG essen–isst 

'(to) eat–eats' 

/eɐ/ cf. /iə/    

/uɐ/ [ruɐk]  
(raising and 

diphthongization of [oː]) 
also as [uː]: [ruːk] 
before /r/: [vuɐt] 

SG rauchen 'smoke' 

SG Wort 'word' 
[iː, iə]:  
[buɐk – biːt'ɐ] 
 

[vuɐt – viət] 

 

SG Buch–Bücher 

'book–books' 

SG Wort–Wörter 

'word–words' 

/oɐ/ [moɐkə, foɐɣəl] 
 

before /r/ [boɐt] 

SG machen, Vogel '(to) 

make, bird' 

SG Bart 'beard' 

[eɐ, a]:  
[foɐɣəl – feɐjəl] 

 

SG Vogel–Vögel 

'bird–birds' 

/yɐ/ [byɐ]  
(Molotschna: /uɐ/: [buɐ] 

SG Bauer 'farmer'    

/əʉ/ [bəʉm] 
(diphthongization of [oː] 
] 

SG Baum 'tree' [əɪ, iː, ɛ, a]: 
[bəʉm – bəɪm] 
 

[kəʉ – t'iː] 
 

[əʉlt – ɛlɐ] 

 

SG Baum–Bäume 

'tree–trees' 

SG Kuh–Kühe 

'cow–cows' 

SG alt–älter 

'old–older' 

/əɪ/ [ʃəɪn] 
also as [ɔɪ]: [ʃɔɪn] 

SG schön 'beautiful' [ɪ]: 
[zəɪnə – ziːt] 

 

SG sehen–sieht 

'(to) see–sees' 

/ɛɪ/ [mɛɪstɐ] 
also as [ɛː]: [mɛːstɐ] 

SG Meister 'master'   

 

 

Table 4 

Palatalization of /k/74 

 

Environment Examples of k => tj/t' 

preceding [ɪ] 
rɪt'ə SG reiche 'rich' 

dɪt' SG dick 'thick' 

succeeding [ɪ] t'ɪnt SG Kind 'child' 

preceding [iː] biːt'ɐ SG Bücher 'books' 
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 Cf. Jedig (1966: 39, 43); Nieuweboer 1999: (87, 91); Siemens (2012: 93); adapted to IPA. 



succeeding [iː] 

t'iː SG Kühe 'cows' 
t'1iːn SG klein 'little, small' 

t'riːjə SG kriegen/bekommen '(to) get' 

t'niːpə SG kneifen '(to) pinch' 

preceding [ɛ] 
ɛt' SG ich 'I' 

bɛnt' SG Bank 'bench' 

succeeding [ɛ] t'ɛn SG Kinn 'chin' 

preceding [eː] zeːt' SG suche '(I) look for, seek' 

succeeding [eː] t'eːnə SG können 'can' 

preceding [ea] meɐt'ə SG Mädchen 'girl'75 

succeeding [ea] t'eɐt' SG Küche 'kitchen' 

preceding [a] 
at' SG Ecke 'corner' 

ma1t' SG Milch 'milk' 

succeeding [a] t'ap SG Köpfe 'heads' 

t'aːlɐ SG Keller 'cellar' 

preceding [oa] ʃtoɐt' SG stark 'strong' 

succeeding [oa] t'oɐt' SG Kirche 'church' 

preceding [l] vɔlt' SG Volk 'people, folk' 

preceding [r] fort' SG (Mist-)Gabel 'pitchfork' 

 

Table 5 

Case distinctions in noun inflection in Altai Plautdietsch
76

 

 

 
masc sg fem sg neuter sg pl 

indef art 

nom en (öin)    

dat en (öinem)    

acc en (öinem)    

def art 

nom döi, de döi, de daut, et döi, de 

dat 
deem, dem döi, de deem, dem 

daut, et 

döi, de 

acc deem, dem döi, de daut, et döi, de 

                                                           
75 Cf. East Prussian Low German: mäken, mekke, Danzig: mäken, East Pomeranian: maeke, Greifswald: mäcken 

(cf. Schmidt 1912: 38). 
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 Cf. Nieuweboer (1999: 157). 



acc date deen, den - - - 

weak adj 

decl 

nom -a -e -et -e 

dat -en, -e -e -en, -e -e 

acc -en, -e -e -e -e 

strong adj 

decl 

nom -a -e -e -e 

dat 
-en, -e 

-em (without art) 

-e -et, -en, -e 

-et, -em (without art) 

-e 

acc 
-en, -e 

-em (without art) 

-e -et 

-et (without art) 

-e 

poss pron 

nom -Ø -e -Ø -e 

dat -Ø, -em -e -Ø, -em -e 

acc -Ø, -em -e -Ø -e 

 



 
 

Map 1: Mennonite Colonies Chortitza and Molotchna in the Black Sea region (from Petkau 1897). 

 



 
 

Map 2: German settlements in the Slavgorod region 1961 (Jedig 1961, from: https://chort.square7.ch/FB/4/p65944.jpg; settlements with Low 

German speaking population [black squares], settlements with High German speaking population [grey squares], settlements with Low and High 

German and Russian speaking population [mixed squares]) 

 

https://chort.square7.ch/FB/4/p65944.jpg


 
 

Map 3: German settlements in Rayon Slavgorod 1990, before the exodus (from Klaube 1990: 48; Rayon border [bold line], border of German 

kolkhoz area [broken line], borders between kolkhozes and sovkhozes [dotted line], road [fine line], railway [bold broken line]).). 



 
 

Map 4: Proportion of Russian German population of the total population in the western districts of the Altai 2002 (from Rogga 2011: 124; DNR: 

German National Rayon) 



 
 

Map 5: German National Rayon 2011 (from Rogga 2011: 23; Rayon capital [big circle], central villages [circles], villages [points], kolkhoz center 

[triangles], Rayon border [bold line], community border [fine line]). 


